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Land Use & Natural Resources Committee
Thursday, August 7, 2014, at 1:00 p.m.
SACOG Rivers Rooms, 1415 L Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA
The Land Use & Natural Resources Committee may take up any agenda item at any time, regardless of the
order listed. Public comment will be taken on the item at the time that it is taken up by the committee. We
ask that members of the public complete a request to speak form, submit it to the clerk of the committee, and
keep their remarks brief. If several persons wish to address the committee on a single item, the chair may
impose a time limit on individual remarks at the beginning of the discussion. Action may be taken on any
item on this agenda.

Roll Call: Directors Cleveland, Frerichs, Jankovitz, Rohan, Saylor, VeerKamp, Vice
Chairs Aguiar-Curry, and West, and Chair MacGlashan.
Public Communications: Any person wishing to address the Committee on any item not
on the agenda may do so at this time. After ten minutes of testimony, any additional
testimony will be heard following the action items.
1. Minutes of the June 5, 2014, Meeting◄ (Ms. Lizon)
2. UC Davis World Food Center Briefing (Mr. Shabazian)
3. Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy Update
A. Results of Phasing Analysis (Mr. Griesenbeck)
B. Preliminary Revenue Analysis (Mr. Holtzen)
C. Public Polling (Ms. Hernández)
D. Outreach Update (Ms. Hernández)
E. Project Level Economic Analysis (Mr. Carpenter)
4. Comment Letter on Valero Crude by Rail Project Environmental Impact Report
(Mr. Trost)
5. Public Health Impacts of Land Use and Active Transportation (Mr. Garry)
Other Matters
Adjournment
◄ Indicates Action
Prepared by:

Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer

Roberta MacGlashan
Chair

Next committee meeting: Thursday, August 28, 2014
The Meridian Plaza Building is accessible to the disabled. If requested, this agenda, and documents in the agenda packet
can be made available in appropriate alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by Section 202 of the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Federal Rules and Regulations adopted in implementation thereof.
Persons seeking an alternative format should contact SACOG for further information. In addition, a person with a
disability who requires a modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, in order to participate in a
public meeting should contact SACOG by phone at 916-321-9000, e-mail (contact@sacog.org) or in person as soon as
th
possible and preferably at least 24 hours prior to the meeting. Parking is available at 15 and K Streets

Land Use & Natural Resources Committee

Item #14-8-1
Action

July 31, 2014

Minutes of the June 5, 2014, Meeting
Issue: The Land Use & Natural Resources Committee met on June 5, 2014.
Recommendation: Approve the minutes of the meetings as submitted.
Discussion: Attached are the minutes of the June 5, 2014 Land Use & Natural Resources
Committee meeting for approval.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:KL:ts
Attachment
Key Staff: Kacey Lizon, Acting Planning Manager, (916) 340-6265

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
LAND USE & NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
DRAFT ACTION MINUTES

The SACOG Land Use & Natural Resources Committee met on June 5, 2014 in the Sacramento & American
Rivers rooms on the Third Floor of the Meridian Plaza Building located at 1415 L Street, Sacramento, CA at 1:00
p.m.
CALL TO ORDER:

Chair MacGlashan called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.

ROLL CALL:

Present:

Directors Cleveland, Jankovitz, Rohan, Saylor, Vice Chair West and Chair MacGlashan.

Absent:

Director VeerKamp and Vice Chair Aguiar-Curry.

1.

Minutes of the May 15, 2014, Meeting
Upon motion by Director Cleveland, seconded by Vice Chair West, and carried unanimously, the minutes of
the May 15, 2014 Land Use & Natural Resources Committee meeting were approved without any changes.

2.

MTP/SCS Update
A.

Status of Transportation Project Phasing Analysis
The Committee received and reviewed this report.

B.

Habitat Conservation Plans/Natural Communities Conservation Plans Development
The Committee received and reviewed this report.

C.

Floodplains and Levee Improvements Update
The Committee received and reviewed this report.

D.

Research of Factors Influencing Development Pattern (Water)
The Committee received and reviewed this report.

E.

Airports Constraints Analysis
The Committee received and reviewed this report.

3.

Status on Housing Element Updates
The Committee received and reviewed this report.

Other Matters
Adjournment
Chair MacGlashan adjourned the meeting at 2:13 p.m.

Land Use & Natural Resources Committee

Item #14-8-2
Information

July 31, 2014

UC Davis World Food Center Briefing
Issue: UC Davis recently launched the World Food Center.
Recommendation: None. This item is for information only.
Discussion: In June 2013, UC Davis launched a new initiative, the World Food Center, and in October
2013, named Roger Beachy as Director and Josette Lewis as Associate Director. The World Food Center
was initiated to address issues related to agriculture and food and how to feed a growing global
population. The Center will work in five key areas:


Research: Collaborative and strategic research results;



Innovation: Tech transfer and intellectual property compensation in ways that reward
collaboration;



Industry: Pre-competitive and university partnerships that drive innovation;



Policy: Policy coordination and goal-setting collaborations through agency and government
entities; and



Education: Fulfilling the purpose and intent of land-grant institutions.

SACOG staff has met with Ms. Lewis to discuss the potential application of parts of the RUCS toolkit for
possible future projects. Ms. Lewis will provide a briefing to the Committee on the Center’s objectives
and recent activities.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:DS:gg
Key Staff:

Kacey Lizon, Acting Planning Manager, (916) 340-6265
David Shabazian, Principal Program Expert, (916) 340-6231

L a n d U s e & Na t ur a l Re s our c e s C om m i t t e e

Item #14-8-3A
I nf or m a t i o n

July 31, 2014

Results of Phasing Analysis
Issue: SACOG is examining the phasing of transportation projects in the current 2012 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) to identify lessons learned which can
be used in developing the 2016 MTP/SCS

Recommendation: None. This item will be presented to all three Board committees for information
and discussion.

Discussion: The Board’s policy framework for the MTP/SCS, especially the focus on implementation
and “fix it first” investments, has led to more detailed technical work on the timing and costs/benefits of
individual transportation projects. This item provides a progress report on phasing work that was
discussed at the May committee meetings and provides an opportunity for discussion of next steps. It is
connected with the presentation that Matt Carpenter will make to the Committee on his national research
on state-of-the-practice techniques for doing this kind of work, and relates to a presentation the Board will
hear in September from Steve Heminger, Executive Director of the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission in the Bay Area, on some excellent work in this area they did as part of their first Sustainable
Communities Strategy under SB375.
The purpose of this portion of the work is to develop new information to help the Board decide whether
the timing of some projects in the current plan should be altered, i.e., moved sooner, moved later, possibly
in a few instances even moved past the horizon year of the plan. Since May, significant progress was
made in getting data on transportation projects into a form usable for the phasing analysis. The main
source of transportation project data is the 2012 MTP/SCS project list, which includes line-item
descriptions, costs, and completion dates for over a thousand projects. Where project listings were
specific enough, this information was used to create a geographic database of projects for this analysis.
However, a high percentage of project costs were included in “lump sum” projects, without specific
geography or phasing listed. Attachment A provides more detail on how this issue was handled for this
analysis.


Figure 1 provides a map portrait of phasing of line-item projects on the MTP/SCS project list,
including 1,135 projects. On the map, projects are represented by dots, with the size of the dot
indicating the project cost and the color of dot indicating which of these four phases it falls in,
based on project completion:
o 2008 to 2019, which includes the “program” years, and for which most project cost and
phasing information came from the current MTIP;
o 2020 to 2025, which includes some projects for which project development is already in
the MTIP, and many other projects which will soon come into the MTIP based on current
scheduled completion date;
o 2026 to 2035, which includes many larger, long-lead projects; and
o “project analysis only” status, wherein planning and design activities are include in the
MTP/SCS, but construction is not.



Figure 2 provides a map of changes in transit service coverage and frequency over the life of the
MTP/SCS, based on the future transit service networks used for travel demand modeling of the
2012 MTP/SCS. Transit service is mapped as “weekday service frequency” increases, compared
to 2008 service. Weekday service frequency is the number of scheduled runs for a particular route
for a typical weekday. For example, a route with half-hour service from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
includes 42 scheduled runs (21 runs x 2 directions). On the map, all service frequencies for all
routes are accumulated, and shown as a bandwidth on the map base of the cumulative service
frequencies on a given route. The color coding of the bandwidths allows for future service
increases to be shown as an increase relative to the prior time period. Routes showing a
progression of colors through the forecast years (e.g., some of the commuter bus service on
U.S. 50 from El Dorado County) show steady increases in the number of scheduled runs on these
routes. Routes with the 2035 color only (e.g., along the Green Line corridor to the Sacramento
Airport) show areas of new service coverage by the end year of the MTP/SCS. This time series of
increasing transit service, along with interpolation in between the forecast years, was used to
estimate the majority of the large “Transit Operations and Maintenance” lump sum ($7.9 billion).

•

Described in Attachment A is a system of 640 transportation corridor segments which will be used
for this analysis. The basic geographic information shown in Figure 1 for line-item projects, and
the representation of transit service shown in Figure 2, will be split into the segments using GIS.
Transportation system performance metrics from SACOG’s regional transportation demand model
networks, (e.g., vehicle miles traveled [VMT], congested VMT, transit boardings, and transit
passenger miles traveled), will also be split into the same segments using GIS. Attachment A
provides technical notes on how this will be accomplished. This system of analysis segments will
provide sufficient detail to evaluate the fit between project investments and performance. The
analysis segments can also be aggregated to examine longer transportation corridors, or
screenlines (e.g., river crossings).

Preparing all of the data shown here has been the primary focus of the phasing analysis so far. In the
coming weeks, staff will be considering options for utilizing the detailed data assembled for this phasing
analysis for performance evaluation for the MTP/SCS update, and bring this back for more discussion.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:BG:gg
Attachments: Figure 1. 2012 MTP/SCS Project Phasing Map
Figure 2. 2012 MTP/SCS Changes in Transit Service Frequency and Coverage
A—Technical Notes on Phasing Analysis Data
Key Staff:

Kacey Lizon, MTP/SCS Manager, (916) 340-6265
Bruce Griesenbeck, Principal Transportation Analyst, (916) 340-6268
Binu Abraham, Associate Transportation Analyst, (916) 340-6242

Attachment A

Phasing, Location and Costs of 2012 MTP/SCS Investments
Project investments are based on the 2012 MTP/SCS project list, with the most current adopted
amendments. In some cases, especially for lump‐sum projects listed in the MTP/SCS, additional
information supplied by project sponsors, or detailing of investments required for doing air quality
conformity analysis was utilized. Although for a subset of specific corridors more detailed characteristics
of projects are taken into account, for purposes of the basic analysis, only “Project Category” is used.
Table 1 provides definitions of project categories used.

Table 1. Project Expenditure Categories
Category
Bike/Ped

Description
Bicycle and pedestrian capital projects, such as
construction of new bike lanes or pedestrian paths. Does
NOT include the bike or pedestrian portions of roadway
projects.
Capacity
Roadway widenings, new roadways, bridges,
(or potential non‐
interchanges, and roadway reconfigurations. Cost of
exempt)
pedestrian, bike or other mode improvements which are
included in roadway projects area included in this
category. Includes costs of right‐of‐way acquisition, and
in some cases, costs of planning, design, and
environmental work.
Maintenance &
Roadway re‐surfacing, re‐construction, seismic retrofit,
Rehabilitation
utility upgrades, safety improvements. Includes costs of
right‐of‐way acquisition.
Programs and Planning
Planning, environmental, and design work, primarily for
larger, more complicated projects of all types. These
costs for smaller, less complicated projects are generally
included in the “Capacity” category (for roadway
projects), and the “Transit Capital” category (for transit
projects).
Transit Capital
Construction costs of light rail extensions, street car lines,
new stations or major upgrades of existing stations,
busways or other modifications/enhancements of
roadways to improve transit operations, and purchase of
vehicles (both bus and rail).
Transit
Cost of providing rail or bus service, and costs of
Operations/Maintenance maintenance of equipment and way.
System Management,
Operations, and ITS
Source: SACOG

Attachment A
Technical Notes on Phasing Analysis Data
Project cost is based on the costs in the MTP/SCS project list, which is generally provided by the project
sponsor if the project is a “line‐item project” in the project list. Line‐item projects are projects identified
with a specific project description, a relatively specific location, and a specific year of completion. Less
than one‐half of the total $35.2 billion in total transportation investments are line‐item projects, i.e.:




41% of overall project expenditures are in line‐item projects with known location and phasing.
100% of Capacity expenditures are in line‐item projects.
19% of Transit Operations/Maintenance expenditures are in line‐item projects.

More than one‐half of the $35.2 billion are “lump‐sum” items. A lump‐sum item is an estimate of total
investment for a general category of projects, with no specific project descriptions, locations, or
completion years. More than half of the total MTP/SCS expenditures are in lump‐sum items. The
significance of this for the phasing analysis is that lump‐sum items do not have specific enough
information on geography or timing of expenditure to include in the phasing analysis. Table 2 provides a
tally of the MTP/SCS expenditures, with the amount in lump‐sum items tallied separately.
Data on line‐item projects were used to generate “Figure 1. 2012 MTP/SCS Project Phasing” for the
August SACOG Committee cycle. The figure is a map of the 2012 MTP/SCS, showing the timing of
projects (by color of project “dots”) and project cost (by size of project dots). Figure 1 shows any project
from the 2012 MTP/SCS project list with sufficient locational detail to allow for mapping. Table 2
provides a tally of project cost for the mapped projects in Figure 1. The vast majority of Capacity
projects (99%) are mapped. The only other project category with greater than 50% of project costs
mapped in Figure 1 are Transit Capital projects (52% mapped), the majority of these projects being light
rail extensions or streetcars.
For the Transit Operations/Maintenance (O/M) category, it is possible to derive the phasing and location
of the expenditures using the 2012 MTP/SCS travel demand forecasting model data. The majority of
Transit O/M expenditures are related directly or indirectly to the expansion of the amount of transit
service included in the MTP/SCS over time. Figure 2 provides an illustration of changes in transit service
frequency and alignments included in the 2012 MTP/SCS travel demand model forecasts. By expanding
these transit service frequencies and making alignments to vehicle service hours, annualizing the service
hours, and applying average costs per service hour, the 2012 MTP/SCS time series can be used to
estimate timing and location of Transit O/M costs. Table 3 provides a tally of Transit O/M costs in the
2012 MTP/SCS, and the comparable estimate of Transit O/M based on the expanded travel demand
model transit service time series. Based on these estimates, the percentage of the overall MTP/SCS
Transit O/M costs mapped and with known phasing increases from 5% to 78%. For purposes of the
phasing analysis, the travel demand model time series estimates will be used.
For the Capacity project category, overall phasing of project costs varies strongly by county, as shown in
Table 4. Placer County has the highest share of project costs in the 2008 to 2019 period (62%) and the
lowest share in the 2026 to 2035 period (4%).
2
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Table 2. MTP/SCS Project Expenditures by Category

Project Category
A‐ Bike/Ped
B‐ Capacity (or potential non‐exempt)
C‐ Maintenance & Rehab
D‐ Programs and Planning
E‐ Transit Capital
F‐ Transit Operations/Maintenance
G‐System Mgmt., Operations, and ITS

MTP/SCS
Total
$2,811,667
$6,984,777
$11,483,290
$2,204,842
$2,980,529
$7,945,205
$853,005

Total

$35,263,315

Category %
of
MTP/SCS
8%
20%
33%
6%
8%
23%
2%

Source: SACOG
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Line‐Item
Projects
$566,042
$6,984,777
$2,193,243
$437,720
$2,298,997
$1,474,003
$494,434

% in Line‐
Item
Projects
20%
100%
19%
20%
77%
19%
58%

Mapped on
Fig. 1
$116,546
$6,889,596
$1,459,650
$342,393
$1,561,504
$392,754
$331,425

%
Mapped
4%
99%
13%
16%
52%
5%
39%

100% $14,449,216

41%

$11,093,868

31%

Attachment A
Technical Notes on Phasing Analysis Data

Table 3. Comparison of MTP/SCS Transit O/M Cost Estimates
Phasing Analysis Periods
2008 to
2020 to
2026 to
Lump Sum
County
2019
2025
2035
Total
(’11 to ’35)
2012 MTP/SCS Project Listings
El Dorado
$13,120
0
0
0
$13,120
Placer
$28,051
0
0
0
$28,051
Sacramento
$912,016
0
$37,813
$354,941 $1,304,770
Sutter
0
0
0
0
0
Yolo
$67,075
0
0
0
$67,075
Yuba
$25
0
0
0
$25
Multiple Counties
$60,962
0
0 $6,471,202 $6,532,164
Total
$1,081,249
0
$37,813 $6,826,143 $7,945,205
2012 MTP/SCS Travel Demand Model Time Series
El Dorado
$47,594
$21,824
$47,711
$117,129
Placer
$139,194
$58,937
$183,806
$381,938
Sacramento
$1,683,138
$724,977 $2,047,574
$4,455,689
Sutter
$40,659
$19,557
$51,574
$111,790
Yolo
$394,546
$180,336
$461,191
$1,036,073
Yuba
$46,124
$21,414
$47,431
$114,970
0
0 1,100,000* $1,160,962
Multiple Counties
$60,962
Total
$2,412,218 $1,027,046 $2,839,288 $1,100,000 $7,378,551
Source: SACOG
*Estimate of costs of demand responsive transit services over life of plan.
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Table 4. 2012 MTP/SCS Capacity Project Phasing by County
Phasing Analysis Periods
2008 to
2020 to
2026 to
County
2019
2025
2035
2012 MTP/SCS Project Listing
El Dorado
$323,685
$182,036
$373,178
Placer
$415,698
$228,123
$29,000
Sacramento
$1,093,267
$850,377 $1,577,946
Sutter
$176,289
$93,340
$222,975
Yolo
$69,632
$120,884
$71,312
Yuba
$59,878
$148,157
$83,300
Multiple Counties
0
0
$711,500
Total
$2,138,449 $1,622,917 $3,069,211
Percent of Project Cost by Phasing Period
El Dorado
37%
21%
42%
Placer
62%
34%
4%
Sacramento
30%
23%
43%
Sutter
36%
19%
45%
Yolo
27%
46%
27%
Yuba
21%
51%
29%
Multiple Counties
0%
0%
100%
Total
31%
23%
44%
Source: SACOG
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Lump Sum
(’11 to ’35)

Total

0
$878,899
0
$672,821
$154,200 $3,675,790
0
$492,604
0
$261,828
0
$291,335
0
$711,500
$154,200 $6,984,777
0%
0%
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Attachment A
Technical Notes on Phasing Analysis Data

Phasing and Location MTP/SCS Performance Metrics
The phasing analysis includes four metrics from the 2012 MTP/SCS performance analysis:





Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Congested VMT
Transit Passenger Boardings
Transit Passenger Miles

These metrics are all associated with transportation system performance, which can be linked with
specific segments of the regional transportation system. All metrics are forecasted using the SACSIM11
regional travel demand model for the analysis of the 2012 MTP/SCS. The analysis uses the base year
(2008) and three forecast years (2020, 2025, and 2035). All of the metrics are derived from the
SACSIM11 loaded roadway and transit networks. Roadway networks are assigned for four travel
periods: 3‐hour AM period, 5‐hour midday period, 3‐hour PM period, and the 13‐hour
evening/overnight period. Transit assignments are for two generic service periods, combined peak
period and combined off‐peak period.
Table 5 and Figure 1 provide a tabulation of key performance metrics, and change in those metrics over
the life of the MTP/SCS. VMT and CVMT increase by 29% and 30%, respectively, by 2035. Transit
boardings and passenger miles increase by 332% and 327%, respectively, by 2035. Also included in
Table 5 are several other metrics, which provide context for the performance metrics used in the
phasing analysis. Population and employment increase by 39 and 37 percent, respectively, by 2035.
Lane miles of major roadways (freeways, HOV lanes, expressways and arterial roadways) increase by 33
percent by year 2035. Transit vehicle service hours increase by 98% by 2035.
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Table 5. Rollup of Key Metrics for Phasing Analysis—Regional Totals From 2012 MTP/SCS Forecasts
Indicator (all in 000’s)
Population

2008
2,215

2020
2,520

2025
2,713

2035
3,086

+13.8%

+22.5%

+39.3%

1,004

1,065

1,188

+13.4%

+20.4%

+34.2%

1,069

1,158

1,327

+10.6%

+19.9%

+37.4%

6,088

6,426

7,061

+14.2%

+20.5%

+32.5%

1,390

1,690

2,580

+6.6%

+29.6%

+97.9%

63,988

67,388

73,774

+11.7%

+17.7%

+28.8%

3,484

3,900

4,352

% Change from 2008
+4.1%
+16.5%
Annual Transit Passenger Boardings
42,995
72,529
92,623
% Change from 2008
+69%
+115%
Annual Transit Passenger Miles
234,549
412,515
511,202
% Change from 2008
+76%
+118%
Source: SACOG, based on SACSIM travel demand forecasts prepared for the 2012 MTP/SCS.

+30.0%
185,806
+332%
1,002,613
+327%

% Change from 2008

Dwellings /1/

885
% Change from 2008

Employment /1/

966
% Change from 2008

Lane Miles of Major Roadway /2/

5,331

% Change from 2008

Annual Transit Vehicle Service Hours /5/

1,304

% Change from 2008

Weekday Vehicle Miles Traveled /3/

57,271

% Change from 2008

Weekday Congested VMT /4/

3,348

/1/ Dwelling units and employment for years 2008, 2020 and 2035 as reported in 2012 MTP/SCS document. Years 2014 and 2025 are interpolated from 2008, 2014 and 2035.
/2/ Estimates of lane miles from SACSIM travel demand model networks. Major roadays include freeway/HOV, expressway, and arterial roadways. Excluded are collector‐and‐
below roadway classes.
/3/ Weekday vehicle miles traveled includes all sources of travel for the SACOG region (household‐generated, commercial vehicles and trucks, and through/external travel).
/4/ Congested VMT is a subset of all VMT, occurring on roadways with heavy congestion.
/5/ Transit vehicle service hours for fixed route operations only, excluding demand responsive transit. Vehicle service hours are a common measure of transit service supplied.
/6/ Transit passenger boardings for fixed route services only, excluding demand responsive transit.
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Figure 1. Roll‐Up of Key Metrics for Phasing Analysis—Regional Totals From 2012 MTP/SCS Forecasts

Source: SACOG
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Phasing Analysis Segments
For purposes of the phasing analysis, all project and performance metrics were coded to a system of
(currently) 640 analysis segments, covering the major transportation corridors in the region. Figures 2a
and 2b show the segment geography.
Phasing analysis segment ID’s were coded to the SACSIM11 highway and transit master network. A
limitation of this is that SACSIM11 networks are “node‐and‐link” networks, with a system of nodes
(representing either roadway intersections, or crude “shape” points between intersections), and a
system of straight‐line links connecting the nodes and representing roadways and transit ways. The
phasing analysis segments are true GIS shapes with natural, geographic curves following transportation
facility alignments. For purposes of the phasing analysis, segment ID’s were coded to the SACSIM11
networks based on link distance: if the majority of a given link fell within an analysis segment shape, the
link was coded to that segment; if the majority of the link fell outside the analysis segment shape, it was
coded as outside the segment.
Project data (location, project type, cost, and phasing) were coded to the analysis segments in two
primary ways: 1) through simple GIS correspondence of the project point data, used in creating the
project phasing map; and 2) through use of the coding of project improvements and SACTRAK
identification numbers in the SACSIM11 travel demand model networks.
One limitation of GIS/point correspondence is that projects that spread over a long portion of the
regional transportation system, and over multiple phasing analysis segments, were coded to only one
analysis segment. In some cases, split factors were manually coded in to spread the costs of projects
over the analysis segments they covered. A bigger limitation of the GIS correspondence of the project
point data is that it was limited to line‐item projects in the 2012 MTP/SCS project list, which misses
many of the lump‐sum projects.
The second method, utilizing project improvements and SACTRAK ID numbers coded into the SACSIM11
travel demand model networks, replaced the GIS/point correspondence for 337 projects. A “change”
field was added to the SACSIM11 highway networks to capture expansion of a roadway (e.g., adding
lanes to a roadway), or “upgrades” of a roadway from either local or collector status to arterial‐and‐
above status. Lane mileage of change by segment was used to compute split factors from SACTRAK ID
numbers to phasing analysis segment ID’s.
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Figure 1: 2012 MTP/SCS Projects and Phasing
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*Project Development Only. The completion year of
these projects are beyond 2035. The project cost includes
project design, preliminary engineering and ROW
acquisition by 2035 and does not include the full
construction cost.

Figure 2: Changes in Transit Service Frequency

MTP/SCS Project Categories
2%

by percentage of Cost

8%

Transit Operations/Maintenance

23%
20%

Transit Capital
Programs and Planning
Maintenance & Rehab

8%

Capacity (or potential non-exempt)
Bike/Ped
6%

System Management, Operations, and ITS
33%

Percentage of Transit Operations/Maintenance Projects Mapped
78%

Changes in Transit Service
Time Period

2008*

S

<10 times/Day

>150 times/Day
*2008 not scaled to service
frequency

2008-2019

2020-2025

2026-2035

Land Use & Natural Resources Committee

Item #14-8-3B
Information

2016 MTP/SCS Preliminary Revenue Analysis
Issue: SACOG is updating revenue projections for the planning period (2012-2036) covered by the new
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS).

Recommendation: None. This item will be presented to all three Board committees for information
and discussion.

Discussion: The Policy Framework for the 2016 MTP/SCS update, adopted by the Board in December
2013, poses the question: Can the region capture the revenues projected to come from all sources local,
state and federal? To answer this question, staff is beginning work to update the plan’s revenue
projections, considering long-term and historic trends, near-term and recent economic changes, and
potential changes in the local, state, and federal funding landscape. This item is intended to: (a) provide
the Board with some background on the current set of financial assumptions underlying the 2012
MTP/SCS, as described in Attachment A; (b) highlight some of the funding variables staff will be
exploring over the coming months; and (c) receive Board input and direction on additional considerations
for staff to investigate in order to prepare a set of preliminary budget assumptions for more Board input in
the fall. All of this work builds toward an anticipated Board action on a preferred scenario framework
and draft plan budget in December 2014.
Attachment A provides information about the funding sources projected in the current MTP/SCS
including the eligible activities and average growth rate for each source. The attachment also lists some
potential new funding sources that the Board could consider during this plan update. Federal law requires
the MTP/SCS to be financially constrained, meaning that the plan must contain a budget forecast that
estimates the revenues that can be “reasonably expected” to come to the region during the period covered
by the plan. Forecasting future revenue is extremely challenging, particularly at this time of uncertainty
for state and federal transportation funding programs,. In the near term (four to six years), funding
projections are fairly specific and frequently based on funding formulas that provide some level of
certainty about the level of funding available. However, as with many of the assumptions in long-range
planning documents, the uncertainty about funding levels grows as the projections move farther into the
future. Staff will review the growth rates and activities listed under each of the revenue sources in
Attachment A to develop a reasonable budget forecast that will support the transportation investments in
the plan, based on the latest information available.
Most funding available for transportation purposes comes from a handful of sources, including fuel and
sales taxes, vehicle registration fees, trucking fees, and a number of local assessments, such as fees and
assessments on new development. Staff will consider a number of variables that influence these funding
sources, including historic and current trends in fuel prices and consumption, sales on taxable goods,
vehicle stock, freight movement, and local housing and employment growth to build a foundation for the
MTP/SCS financial forecasts. Staff will also consider current discussion and debate at the state and
federal levels regarding the future of transportation funding. The current federal transportation
authorization, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), expires in September 2014.
Congress is debating a number of proposals to shore up the Highway and Transit Trust Funds and adopt a
new authorization package, or continuing resolution, that will fund federal transportation investments for
the next six months to six years. At the state level, new revenue from the Cap and Trade program, as well

as other potential solutions for long term funding security, may also influence the plan’s budget. Local
funding structures, including fees and taxes, are also subject to change, and SACOG will work with its
member agencies to better understand the likely trajectory of these funding sources. Even after
considering all of these variables, the financial assumptions underlying the plan will have some level of
uncertainty. However, the four-year update cycle for the MTP/SCS makes the plan fairly adaptable and
nimble enough to account for an ever-changing set of financial, economic, and policy circumstances.
Staff seeks Board input on other revenue issues staff should consider as we work with local, state and
federal partner agencies, research and analyze past and current revenue trends, and research new or
innovative funding mechanisms.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:CH:gg
Attachment
Key Staff:

Kacey Lizon, MTP/SCS Manager, (916) 340-6265
Sharon Sprowls, Senior Program Specialist, (916) 340-6235
Clint Holtzen, Associate Planner, (916) 340-6246

Attachment A: 2012 MTP/SCS Budget and Assumptions
2012 MTP/SCS
Budget

2012 MTP/SCS Assumptions

Eligible Activities

FEDERAL
Non-capacity projects that improve air quality and
reduce congestion, including limited transit
operations

-Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
$0.6 Billion
(CMAQ)
-Regional Surface Transportation
Program (RSTP)

$0.5 Billion

FTA Funds: 5307, 5309(a), (5309(c)
5310, 5311(b), 5313, 5317

$1.0 Billion

FTA 5309(b) New Rail Starts

$0.2 Billion

Annual growth of 5% based on historic
increases in apportionments during federal
authorizations (TEA-21 and SAFETEA-LU).

Road and highway rehabilitation and new
construction including bicycle and pedestrian
projects. Also available for transit capital projects.
Transit capital and operations

Funding for 50% of the cost of major new rail Fixed guideway (light rail, streetcar, dedicated BRT)
extensions (e.g. Green Line).
transit projects

STATE

State Highway Operations and
Protection Program (SHOPP)

$3.0 Billion

Interregional Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP- ITIP)

$0.4 Billion

Regional Transportation Improvement
$1.4 Billion
Program (STIP- RTIP)

Average annual growth of 3.1 % based on:
1. California Energy Commission 2009
estimates for fuel price and consumption
2. Caltrans 2009 estimates for truck weight
fees
3. Obligation Authority from Federal Trust
Fund

Total STIP funding split between the ITIP
(25%) and RTIP (75%)
Average annual growth of 6.7% based on:
1. California Energy Commission 2009

State highway operations and maintenance

State highway improvements
Capital improvements on state highways and local
roads, bicycle and pedestrian projects, major
reconstruction, and transit capital

2012 MTP/SCS
Budget
State Highway Maintenance

$1.5 Billion

Intercity Rail (Operations)

$0.7 Billion

2012 MTP/SCS Assumptions

Eligible Activities

State Highway Maintenance will continue to
receive transfers from the State Highway
State highway maintenance
Account at an escalating rate of 2.8% to
account for inflation.
Annual growth of 4.9% based on rate of
increase in estimated operating expenses
Capital Corridor and San Joaquin rail operations
reported in the 2008 California State Rail
Plan.
75% of diesel sales tax revenues transferred
from the PTA to STA.

State Transit Assistance

$0.4 Billion

Proposition 1B- Public Transportation
Modernization, Improvement, and
$0.2 Billion
Service Enhancement Account Program
LOCAL
Local Transportation Fund (LTF)- 1/4
cent of state sales tax dedicated to
transportation
Measure A- 1/2 cent sales tax in
Sacramento County
Measure B- 1/2 cent sales tax or
equivalent funding mechanism in
Sacramento County

$1.6 Billion
$2.1 Billion
$2.0 Billion

Excise tax on gasoline allocated to local
$1.4 Billion
streets and roads

4.2% average annual growth based on
California Energy Commission 2009
estimates for diesel price and consumption.
Based on expenditure plans from 2006
Proposition 1B. Bond funding fully allocated
by FY 2017/18.

Annual average growth of 5% based on
Sacramento Transportation Authority
estimates of sales tax revenues.

Transit capital and operations

Transit capital

Road, bicycle, pedestrian, and transit capital and
maintenance
Road and transit capital and maintenance

Same as above with revenues beginning in FY
Road maintenance and transit capital/operations
2015/2016.
Average annual growth in excise tax of 2%
based on 2008 Caltrans fuel consumption
forecasts.

Road, bicycle, pedestrian, and transit capital and
maintenance

2012 MTP/SCS
Budget

New indexed gasoline excise tax
allocated to local streets and roads
(replaces old gasoline sales tax)

$1.5 Billion

2012 MTP/SCS Assumptions

Eligible Activities

44% of the revenues generated by the new
excise tax on gasoline (after reductions for
debt service payments) flows to local streets
and roads. The state controller will adjust
the excise tax annually to compensate for
Road and transit capital and maintenance
the loss of the gasoline sales tax.
Average annual growth of 7% based on
California Energy Commission 2009
estimates for fuel price and consumption

Locally derived streets and roads
funding (developer fees, general fund
contributions, special assessments,
etc.)

$6.0 Billion

Developer In-Kind

$2.7 Billion

Caltrans Discretionary Funds

$0.6 Billion

Based on 10-year historical average of
budget information provided by local
jurisdictions to the California State
Controller. Contains all revenues from local
Primarily road capital including bicycle and
sources dedicated to local streets and roads.
pedestrian improvements, limited transit and road
maintenance
Annual growth of 1% per year through 2014,
2% in 2015, 3% in 2016, 3.2% in 2017
through 2024, and 4% in 2025 and
thereafter.
Estimated using average cost per mile for
developer built roads. Average annual
growth of 3.1% based on growth in new
housing units.
Assume regional capture of 5% of the
statewide total with 2.5% average annual
growth in available funding.

Road, bicycle and pedestrian improvements

Road, transit planning and capital

Transit Fare revenues

2012 MTP/SCS
Budget

2012 MTP/SCS Assumptions

$2.1 Billion

Average annual growth of 5% based on
SACOG ridership increases of more than
150% over 2008 levels by 2035 and increases Transit operations
in average fare per rider from fare increases
and more full-fare choice riders.

NEW & INNOVATIVE FINANCING
Mileage Based User Fees (VMT Tax)

NONE

Cap and Trade Revenues
Local Option Sales Taxes
New State or Local Bond Measures
Freight Fees or National Freight
Program

NONE
NONE
NONE

New Value Capture Special Districts

NONE

NONE

Eligible Activities

L a n d U s e & Na t ur a l Re s our c e s C om m i t t e e

Item #14-8-3C
I nf or m a t i o n

July 31, 3014

2016 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy Public Polling
Issue: What types of questions should be included in a public opinion poll for the 2016 MTP/SCS update?
Recommendation: None, this is for information only.
Discussion: At its June meeting, the Board released a Request for Proposals (RFP) for professional services to provide
scientific polling for the 2016 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (2016 MTP/SCS)
update. Public opinion polling is one of three public input components of the 2016 plan update; the other components
include the stakeholder sounding board and public workshops. The results of these three sources of public input will be
presented to the Board for consideration in November and December of 2014, as it determines a framework for the draft
preferred scenario. As of the writing of this staff report, three of the five consulting firms that responded to the RFP will
be interviewed in early August; no consultant has been selected yet.
Staff heard Board interest in identifying polling questions that: measure change over time (i.e., replicate questions from
past SACOG surveys); align with the phasing analysis/timing of projects; measure opinions on investment priorities in the
early years of the plan; and identify funding priorities with regard to new road expansion, system maintenance, transit, and
bicycle and pedestrian investments.
In preparation for working with a consultant, staff reviewed previous surveys from the Blueprint, 2008 MTP,
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), Sacramento Transportation Agency (STA), and Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG). From these surveys, staff compiled the list of potential questions in Attachment A,
with an eye toward incorporating the types of issues and questions of interest to the Board. Staff is requesting input from
all Board policy committees on the list of questions in Attachment A and will modify the list of questions based on this
input. Once a consultant is selected, staff intends to work closely with the consultant to develop the final survey
questions.
For reference, Attachment B is the collection of all survey questions from the Blueprint, 2008 MTP, MTC, and STA. For
both of the attachments, demographic questions (i.e., race, gender, income, level of education, home ownership, etc.) were
not included; however, demographic questions will be included in the final survey.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:MH:gg
Attachment A: Collection of possible polling questions for use in SACOG poll
Attachment B: Collection of sample questions from peer agencies
Key Staff:

Kacey Lizon, Acting Planning Manager (916) 340-6265
Monica Hernández, Public Information Coordinator, (916) 340-6237

Attachment A

Question
How would you rate investing in ways
that maintain the existing
transportation system?
On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at
all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

How would you rate investing in ways
that maintain the existing
transportation system?
On a scale of 1 to 5, “strongly agree,” to
"strongly disagree,” [6=DK]
How would you rate the following
planning policy areas?
On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at
all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source
Funding Strategy

staff
suggestion

• More money should be spent on maintaining public transit than anything else
Funding Priorities
• More money should be spent on new roads than anything else
• More money should be spent on adding bike lanes and sidewalks than anything
else
• More money should be spent on expanding freeways than anything else
• More money should be spent on improving current roads (potholes and complete
streets) than anything else

staff
suggestion

• Investing in fixing road pavement conditions (potholes)
• Investing in complete street improvements on the current system
(pedestrian/bicycle improvements)
• Investing in repairing or maintain transit vehicles (bus & light rail)
• Investing in increasing bus and light rail service (service frequency)
• Investing in new roads or bridges that increase traffic flow in existing areas
• Addressing current traffic problems

• The region should look at trade-offs between system maintenance and system
expansion
• The region should look at cost effectiveness of moving certain projects forward
or backward in the plan
• The region should look for short term strategies to improve regional travel
patterns (reduce traffic and increase mode options)

Policy Priorities

staff
suggestion
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

How would you rate the following
planning trade-offs?
On a scale of 1 to 5, “strongly agree,” to
"strongly disagree,” [6=DK]

• Maximizing infill development that results in more travel options (walk, bike,
transit) is important, even if it also results in increased local traffic
• Increasing the number of travel options with investment in bicycle, pedestrian
and transit is a good solution to reducing local traffic instead of investing in new
roads

Investment Trade-offs

I’d like you to think about what the
Sacramento area might be like in 25
years if growth continues as it is today.
[ROTATE 8 and 9.]
Q8. Which of the following issues often
cited as caused by growth would you be
most concerned about? About which
would you be next most concerned?
[RANDOMIZE]

1. Loss of open space and farm land
2. Traffic congestion
3. A lack of affordable housing
4. Loss of the community feeling in the area
5. Air quality
6. DK/REF ______ 1st choice [DO NOT READ] ______ 2nd choice

Growth, Land Use,
Transportation,
Housing

Blueprint

Now, I’d like you to think ahead to your
retirement years. Which of the following
four items is the most important to you
in thinking about your retirement
needs? (READ LIST; GET ANSWER, THEN
ASK), Which is the second most
important to you? (READ CHOICES;
RANDOMIZE)

1. Being close to amenities and services you need
2. Having an affordable place to live
3. Living in a place that is safe and secure
4. Having a pleasant, less stressful quality of life
5. DK/REF [DO NOT READ]

Retirement
Considerations,
Priorities

Blueprint

What do you think is the most serious
transportation problem in the
Sacramento region? (Open)

Open

Intro, Transportation

2008 MTP
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

Are there any transportation system
improvements you would like to see
made, including roads, freeways, bus,
light rail, or pedestrian or bicycle
improvements?

Yes ---------------------------------------------- 1 [ask 6]
No ------------------------------------------- 4 [skip to 7]
DK/Refused -------------------------------- 5 [skip to 7]

Priorities,
Transportation
improvements

2008 MTP

Can you please describe the specific
improvement you would like to see
made? Probe for specifics

Open

Priorities,
Transportation
improvements

2008 MTP

Priorities,
Transportation
Investments

2008 MTP

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

2008 MTP

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Highway
System

2008 MTP

I would now like to ask you about the
Intro for Qs 7-11
emphasis you want placed on different
investments in the regional
transportation system in the future
(over the next 20 years). On a scale of 1
to 5, where 1 means “not important at
all,” and “5 means extremely
important,” how would you rate the
importance of the following, remember
you can use any number between 1 and
5.: [6=DK] ROTATE

Staff recommends revision of the transit priority questions below to include transit maintenance
Public transit including buses, light rail,
and commuter rail
Highways and freeways like 5, 50, 80,
99, and 65
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Question
Community transportation projects
including bicycle lanes, sidewalks and
safer residential streets
Road maintenance

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Bicycle,
Pedestrian

2008 MTP

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Roads

2008 MTP

Priorities, Transit

2008 MTP

Now I want to ask you specifically about Intro for Qs 12-18
public transit options that might help
reduce traffic congestion in the region.
On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means
“not important at all,” and “5 means
extremely important,” how would you
rate the importance of the following,
remember you can use any number
between 1 and 5.: [6=DK] ROTATE

Expand the light rail system

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

2008 MTP

Add new types of buses that move
faster and can carry more people
Add more regular buses that run more
often and reach more destinations

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

2008 MTP

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

2008 MTP

Add more express bus service on the
freeways
Expand community shuttle buses
connecting to activity centers

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

2008 MTP

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

2008 MTP

Staff recommends revision of the road and freeway priority questions below to include system maintenance
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

Next, I would like to ask you about the Intro for Qs 19-25
road and freeway system. Again, I will
read you a short list of options that
might help reduce traffic congestion in
the region. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1
means “not important at all,” and “5
means extremely important,” how
would you rate the importance of the
following, remember you can use any
number between 1 and 5: [6=DK]
ROTATE

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

2008 MTP

New freeway lanes added to the
On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]
regional system that can be used by all
vehicles, 24 hours a day
New freeway lanes added to the
On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]
regional system that would be a high
occupancy vehicle lane (HOV lane) for
carpools and busses only during rush
hour traffic, and open to all traffic the
rest of the time
New lanes should be added to improve On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]
four-lane or wider urban streets.

Priorities, Freeway
System

2008 MTP

Priorities, Freeway
System

2008 MTP

Priorities, Roads

2008 MTP

New lanes or wider shoulders should be On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]
added to improve rural highways

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

2008 MTP
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

Add more bridges to the regional
system

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

2008 MTP

Add more sidewalks and crosswalks

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Roads

2008 MTP

Add more bicycle lanes

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

2008 MTP

How much do you think the price of
gasoline will be five years from now?

Record dollars and cents

Priorities, Roads,
Bicycle
Travel Behavior

2008 MTP

Now, I will read you a list of changes
Intro for Qs 28-33
that could occur over the next five
years. For each one, tell me on a scale of
1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely),
how likely it is to cause you to reduce
your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]
ROTATE

Travel Behavior

2008 MTP

If the price of gas would be over $4.50
per gallon long term
If public transit was less expensive than
driving and parking

Travel Behavior

2008 MTP

Travel Behavior

2008 MTP

On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you
to reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]
On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you
to reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]
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Question

Responses

For your daily trips, do you usually drive
alone, drive with someone else, take the
bus, take light rail, walk or bicycle?
(Please indicate all that apply.)

Drive alone ----------------------------------------- 1
Drive with someone else ------------------------- 2
Take the bus ---------------------------------------- 7
Take light rail --------------------------------------- 3
Walk -------------------------------------------------- 4
Bicycle ------------------------------------------------ 5
DK ----------------------------------------------------- 6
How often do you use public transit in 0 times per week ------------------------------------ 1
your daily activities: 0 times per week, 1- 1-3 times a week ------------------------------------- 2
3 times per week, 4-10 times per week, 4-10 times per week --------------------------------- 3
10+ times per week ---------------------------------- 4
or 10+ times per week?
DK ------------------------------------------------------ 5

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source
Travel Behavior and
Demographics

2008 MTP

Travel Behavior and
Demographics

2008 MTP

Staff and consultant would revise the questions below to reflect the Sacrament region (i.e. BART vs. light rail, etc.)
Living in a neighborhood where it is safe Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
and convenient to walk or bike to
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
do my errands (such as, grocery stores,
banks, dry cleaners, post office, gym) is
one
of the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

MTC TOD

Living within an easy drive to downtown Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
San Francisco is one of the most
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
important factors to my household in
deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Roads

MTC TOD
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

Living within an easy transit ride to
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
downtown San Francisco is one of the means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
most important factors to my household
in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

MTC TOD

Living where I can easily commute using
transit is one of the most important
factors
to my household in deciding where to
move
If it would shorten my commute, I
would live in a smaller home

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

MTC TOD

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

MTC TOD

Even if I lived near quick and reliable
public transit, I would frequently need
access to a
car to travel where I need to go
Interviewer Note: ”frequently” means
more than once per week
Does anyone in your household use car
sharing, for example zip car, flex car, or
city car
share?

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivation for living
in area, roads

MTC TOD

1. Yes
2. No
3. (DO NOT READ) Don't Know

Demographics

MTC TOD
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Question

Responses

Please rate each of the following Bay
Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.
Area issues on a five point scale, where
5 is excellent and 1 is poor. Overall how
would you rate __________ (ask for
each) in the Bay Area?

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source
Priorities, General
Issues

MTC RTP

Air quality

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Air Quality

MTC RTP

Traffic flow on roads and freeways

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

MTC RTP

Maintenance of roads and freeways

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

MTC RTP

Preservation of open space and parks

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Land Use

MTC RTP

Availability of job opportunities
Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.
Next I’d like you to rate the statements I 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
read to you using a 5 point scale, where
5 means strongly agree and 1 means
strongly disagree.

Priorities, Jobs
Attitudinal
Statements - Bay Area
statements

MTC RTP
MTC RTP

Transportation investments should be 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
focused on making freeways and public
transit services run more efficiently
rather than building new freeways and
expanding transit services

Transportation and
Land Use

MTC RTP
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

Throughout the Bay Area, there should 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
be a focus on making it easier to walk or
bike, rather than having to rely on a car

Walk and Bike

MTC RTP

Now, I want to ask you about choosing a 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
place to live.
Many people say they face tradeoffs
when choosing a place to live – meaning
that they have to give up some things in
order to have other things. How do you
feel about the following tradeoffs?
Other things being equal: rate each of
the following as individual statements
using the same scale…

Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs

MTC RTP

I would live in a more densely
5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
populated area if there were better
public transit and better neighborhood
amenities
I would live in a smaller house to have a 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
shorter commute
I would accept a longer
5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
commute to live in a larger house

Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs

MTC RTP

Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs
Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs

MTC RTP
MTC RTP
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Question

Responses

Now I want to ask you about
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
transportation priorities in the Bay Area.
For each, please indicate whether or not
it should be a high investment priority
for our region. Use a 5 point scale where
5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is
Not a Priority (you may also use any
numbers in between).
Improve traffic flow on freeways using
ramp metering lights
Widen freeways

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

Maintain state highways, including fixing
potholes
Increase the number of freeway lanes
for carpoolers and bus riders
Provide more frequent public transit
service
Maintain local streets and roads,
including fixing potholes
Expand the network of bicycle lanes

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

The RTP should invest in a mix of
transportation options, including road,
highway, rail transit, express bus and
bicycle/pedestrian.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source
Transportation
Funding Priorities

MTC RTP

Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Road and Freeway
System, Transit, Bike,
Walk

MTC RTP
MTC RTP
MTC RTP
MTC RTP
MTC RTP
MTC RTP
MTC RTP
SCAG

Staff and consultant could revise the questions below to reflect a maintenance strategy
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

Is ______a high, medium or low priority 1. maintaining local streets, roads and bridges, including resurfacing and filling
Priorities, Transit,
local issue for you?
potholes
Roads, Bike, walk
2. improving worn out roads, by resurfacing, installing new lighting, curbs, gutters,
sidewalks, traffic lights and safe pedestrian and bike routes
3. relieving traffic congestion on State Routes 50 and 99, and on Interstate 5 and 80
4. relieving countywide traffic congestion
5. extending light rail services
6. improving local and regional bus services

STA

...fixing potholes and old bridges,
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
resurfacing local roads and improving
road safety
…increasing security for those using
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
Sacramento Regional Transit with more
uniformed policy officers, and installing
better lighting and security cameras on
buses, trains and at transit stations?

Priorities, Roads and
Bridges

STA

Priorities, Transit
Security/Safety

STA

…rebuilding the oldest worn out local
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
roads by mandating a "complete
streets" approach that resurfaces roads,
fixes pedestrian and bicycle safety
problems, and adds new lighting, curbs,
gutters, sidewalks, improved traffic
control and signing?

Priorities, Complete
Streets

STA
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Survey Source

…replacing worn out light rail vehicles Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
and upgrading the frequency and hours
of light rail service?

Priorities, Transit

STA

….it's more cost effective to quickly
Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
repair roads rather than letting them
deteriorate which costs twice as much.

Funding, Tax

STA

…our local roads are falling apart. We
need to fix the potholes and resurface
them now.
…with the increasing cost of gasoline,
Sacramento needs a better transit
system that is frequent, reliable,
affordable and safe, to get people
where they need to go in a reasonable
period of time.

Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

STA

Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

STA
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

1

What would you say is the most
important issue facing the Sacramento
Region at this time? By this I mean
Sacramento, El Dorado, Placer, Sutter,
Yolo and Yuba Counties. Please tell me
the one issue that you, yourself, are
most concerned about living in this area.

Growth-related: Population growth, Too many new houses, Loss of open space,
Loss of farm land, Growing too fast/general, Not managing growth well/no plans
Transportation: Traffic congestion, Conditions of roads/streets/freeways, Need
more highway/road construction, Need more rapid transit/buses
Environment: Air pollution / smog, Water pollution, Water supply problems,
Pollution by farms
Education: Improving education/general, Need better teachers, Need more
schools/overcrowding, Increasing education spending, Stricter academic standards
needed, Cost of higher education, Availability of higher education
Social issues: Illegal immigration, Health care/costs, Health care/availability, Health
care/hard to get insurance, Social security system, Too much welfare
Crime/violence, Drugs
Pocketbook issues: Creating jobs/unemployment, Bringing new businesses into the
area, Reducing taxes, Government spending, Cost of homes/affordable housing,
Decline in farm/agricultural income, California state budget, High gasoline prices,
Increase in cost of living
Government/Politics, GOP a problem, Democrats a problem, Legislature not
effective / a problem, Term limits, Don’t like Governor Schwarzenegger, Don’t like
President Bush, Don’t like Senator Kerry, Too much government spending, Not
enough government spending, Government too big
Moral issues: Abortion/for, Abortion/against, Gay marriage/for, Gay
marriage/against, Violence/immorality in media
Other
Other (SPECIFY: ________________)

2

Overall, how would you rate your city or
community as a place to live? Would
you say it is excellent, good, fair, or
poor?

1. Excellent
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Don't know

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Priorities
x

Motivations for living
in area

SCAG STA Poll

x
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

3

And what do you like most about living
in this area, meaning your community,
city and the Sacramento region?
(PROBE: What else, what else?)

Small town feeling: Small town but a big city, Slower pace of life, Quiet, Small
Motivations for living
town charm/feeling, Not like Bay Area or Southern California, Nice downtown area, in area
Open space/nature: Open space, Farm land, Trees, Parks, Greenery in general, Low
density/space between homes, Rural atmosphere, Scenery
The people: Friendly people, Easy to meet people, Good neighbors, Community
feeling: Easy to be involved, Feeling of community, Feeling of belonging
Access to retail/services/entertainment: Wide choice of stores/retail, Good,
restaurants, Cultural events, Arts community, Professional sports, Good medical
services, Proximity to stores/retail, Convenient to things I need, Close to Bay Area
Access to outdoors/recreation: Close to Tahoe/mountains, Close to beach, Access
to outdoor recreation/general
Government services: Good schools, Good local governments, Good transportation
Pocketbook/cost of living: Affordable housing, High property values, Good jobs
available Low cost of living
Security: Low crime/violence, Safe area for children, Good police services
Other: Good place to raise a family, Like being in a political town, Change of
seasons
Other (SPECIFY: ________________)

x

4

Now I’m going to read you four different
statements we have heard from
different people across the Sacramento
region about what they like about living
here. After I read all four statements,
please tell me which one is the most
descriptive of how you feel about living
in this area? (RANDOMIZE. REPEAT
STATEMENTS IF NECESSARY.)

1. The slower pace of life in this area means I have less stress and greater peace of Motivations for living
mind in my day-to-day life.
in area
2. I feel a sense of belonging in this area because it’s small enough to easily get to
know people and become a part of the community.
3. The services and activities I need or want are close enough to where I live that I
can be efficient and accomplish more in my life.
4. The variety of accessible activities and services in the area gives me lots of
choices and helps make my life more interesting and fulfilling.
5. DK/REF [DO NOT READ]

x

5

Looking ahead to the next 10 years, do
you think the population of the
community in which you live will
[ROTATE READING TOP TO BOTTOM,
BOTTOM TO TOP] grow rapidly, grow
slowly, stay about the same, or decline?
(ROTATE 5 & 6)

1. Grow rapidly
2. Grow slowly
3. Stay about the same
4. Decline
5. DK/REF

x

Growth

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

6

Looking ahead to the next 10 years, do
you think the population of the
Sacramento region will [ROTATE
READING TOP TO BOTTOM, BOTTOM
TO TOP] grow rapidly, grow slowly, stay
about the same, or decline?

1. Grow rapidly
2. Grow slowly
3. Stay about the same
4. Decline
5. DK/REF

Growth

x

7

As you may know, the Sacramento area
is one of the fastest growing regions in
California. Population in the area is
expected to almost double over the next
50 years. Based on what you know,
would you say this growth will be
generally a good thing or a bad thing for
quality of life in this area? Is that very
(good/bad) or just somewhat
(good/bad)?

1. Very good thing
2. Somewhat good thing
3. Somewhat bad thing
4. Very bad thing
5. DK/REF

Growth

x

8

I’d like you to think about what the
Sacramento area might be like in 25
years if growth continues as it is today.
[ROTATE 8 and 9.]
Q8. Which of the following issues often
cited as caused by growth would you be
most concerned about? About which
would you be next most concerned?
[RANDOMIZE]

1. Loss of open space and farm land
2. Traffic congestion
3. A lack of affordable housing
4. Loss of the community feeling in the area
5. Air quality
6. DK/REF ______ 1st choice [DO NOT READ] ______ 2nd choice

Growth, Land Use,
Transportation,
Housing

x

9

Which of the following benefits often
cited as a result of growth do you
consider to be the most positive? Which
would you consider to be the next most
positive? [RANDOMIZE]

1. Increased economic opportunities
2. More jobs
3. More and different types of services
4. More cultural amenities
5. Greater diversity in types of people
6. More political and economic power for the region
7. Increased property values
8. DK/REF [DO NOT READ] ______ 1st choice ______ 2nd choice

Growth, Economy,
Jobs, Services

x

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

10

As you likely know, there are a variety of
issues that city and county officials must
address in their positions. In your view,
how much of a priority should it be for
the community in which you live to have
a comprehensive, master plan for how
they will manage future population
growth in your area? Would you say it
should be….[READ CHOICES; ROTATE
TOP TO BOTTOM, BOTTOM TO TOP]

1. The highest priority
2. A top priority, but not the highest priority
3. A priority, but not one of the top priorities
4. A low priority
5. Not a priority at all
6. DK/REF [DO NOT READ]

Growth, Planning

x

11

People have different views about
growth issues. I’m going to read you two
statements. Please tell me if the first
statement or the second statement
comes closer to your views – even if
neither is exactly right. [ROTATE]
A. Local governments should work
together and have a common regional
strategy and vision OR
B. Local governments should work
independently and each have its own
local plan. And, does this statement
EXACTLY describe how you feel, or is it
just SOMEWHAT close to how you feel?

1. Exactly work together
2. Somewhat work together
3. Somewhat work independently
4. Exactly work independently
5. DK/REFUSED

Growth, Planning

x

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number
12

Question

Responses

We’ve discussed both some positive and
negative things about growth in the
Sacramento area. I’m going to read you
some general principles or ideas that
might be used in planning for future
growth in the area. After I read each
one, I’d like you to tell me what impact
you think the implementation of this
principle or idea would have on the
overall quality of life in the Sacramento
region. Please use a scale of 1 to 7,
where 1 means “a very negative impact”
and 7 means “a very positive impact.”
[RANDOMIZE]

Please use a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 means “a very negative impact” and 7 means
“a very positive impact.”

13

How much confidence do you have in
your local government’s ability to
implement the principles for growth we
have just discussed – a great deal, only
some, very little, or none at all?

14

Let’s assume for a minute that officials
in the Sacramento region are able to
effectively implement the principles of
growth that you believe are the most
important. Which of the following best
describes why this would be important
to you: [RANDOMIZE]

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Planning Principles,
Transportation, Land
Use

x

1. A great deal
2. Only some
3. Very little
4. None at all
5. DK/Ref

Growth, Planning
Principles

x

1. Less pollution
2. Less traffic and congestion
3. More open space
4. More walking and chances for daily exercise
5. Greater accessibility to jobs, services, and activities
6. Fewer crowds
7. More affordable housing
8. More chances to bring people together
9. DK/Refused [SKIP TO Q18]

Planning Principles,
Transportation, Land
Use, Air Quality

x

SCAG STA Poll

a. Provide a variety of transportation choices such as driving, taking the bus, riding
bicycles, walking, and using light rail.
b. Offer many types of housing choices such as single family homes, condominiums,
townhouses, and apartments.
c. Encourage the use of compact, efficient development such as smaller homes or
apartments and smaller lots in areas like downtown and transit corridors.
d. Reuse and revitalize existing assets in the community such as old buildings and
vacant lots.
e. Mix different land use types together such as building housing above retail
locations.
f. Preserve open space, farmland, and natural beauty, through natural resources
conservation.
g. Encourage distinctive, attractive, and quality designs for building and
development in communities.
h. Identify and manage real boundaries in the area within which all new homes,
buildings, and growth will happen.
i. Encourage development in local communities that allows for more jobs to be
much closer to where people live.
DK/REF OK
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Question
Number
15

Question

Responses

1. I will have better physical health
2. I will have better mental health
3. There will be less crime and safer neighborhoods
4. I will be able to get around easier
5. I will not waste time
6. I will save money
7. I will be able to better raise my family
8. DK/Refused [SKIP TO Q18]
And, why is it important that [INSERT
1. I will feel more calm, less stressed, and have greater peace of mind.
ANSWER TO Q15]? Which of the
2. I will feel a greater sense of well-being.
following statements best describes why 3. I will feel greater pride living in this area and in my community.
this is important to you?
4. I will feel safer and more secure.
5. I will feel like I am accomplishing more as a good parent for my children.
6. DK/REF [DO NOT READ]

Planning Principles,
Health,
Neighborhood,
Economy

x

Planning Principles

x

17

Now, a quick question about your stage 1. Yes, retired [MARK IF EITHER OR BOTH ARE RETIRED]
of life… Q17. Are you and/or your
2. No, not retired
spouse or partner now retired, or not? 3. DK/REFUSED

Retirement
Considerations

x

18

Now, I’d like you to think ahead to your
retirement years. Which of the following
four items is the most important to you
in thinking about your retirement
needs? (READ LIST; GET ANSWER, THEN
ASK), Which is the second most
important to you? (READ CHOICES;
RANDOMIZE)

Retirement
Considerations,
Priorities

x

16

Which of the following best describes
why having [READ ANSWER TO Q14] is
important to you?

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

1. Being close to amenities and services you need
2. Having an affordable place to live
3. Living in a place that is safe and secure
4. Having a pleasant, less stressful quality of life
5. DK/REF [DO NOT READ]

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

Question

Responses

19

I am now going to read some of the
same growth principles from earlier in
the survey. This time, please consider
whether the application of this principle
would have a negative impact, a positive
impact, or no impact at all on helping
you have what is most important for
you when you retire. As a reminder, you
just told me [INSERT ANSWERS FROM
Q19] will be most important to you
when you retire. Let’s again use a scale
of 1 to 7, where 1 means “a very
negative impact” and 7 means “a very
positive impact” on helping you have
what is most important to you during
your retirement years. The first/next
one is…. RANDOMIZE

a. Provide a variety of transportation choices such as driving, taking the bus, riding
bicycles, walking, and using light rail.
b. Offer many types of housing choices such as single family homes, condominiums,
townhouses, and apartments.
c. Encourage the use of compact, efficient development such as smaller homes or
apartments and smaller lots in areas like downtown and transit corridors.
d. Reuse and revitalize existing assets in the community such as old buildings and
vacant lots.
e. Mix different land use types together such as building housing above retail
locations.
f. Preserve open space, farmland, and natural beauty, through natural resources
conservation.
g. Encourage distinctive, attractive, and quality designs for building and
development in communities.
h. Identify and manage real boundaries in the area within which all new homes,
buildings, and growth will happen.
i. Encourage development in local communities that allows for more jobs to be
much closer to where people live.
DK/REF

Retirement
Considerations,
Transportation, Land
Use

x

20

ASK OF ALL: We have been talking a lot
about future growth in the Sacramento
area. If you were convinced that growth
would be effectively managed
consistent with the principles you said
are important to you, would you then
say that growth would generally be a
good thing or a bad thing for quality of

1. Very good thing
2. Somewhat good thing
3. Somewhat bad thing
4. Very bad thing
5. DK/REF

Growth, Retirement
Considerations

x

D2

And now I have just a few final
questions for statistical purposes only.
D2. How long have you lived in this
area? (READ LIST IF NECESSARY)

1. Less than 2 years
2. 2 to less than 5 years
3. 5 to less than 10 years
4. 10 to less than 15 years
5. 15 to less than 20 years
6. 20 to less than 30 years
7. 30 years or more
8. DK/REF (DO NOT READ)
1. OWN
2. RENT
3. DK/REFUSED

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

D3/D5

Do you own or rent your home?

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number
D4

Question

Responses

A detached single family home with a small yard
A detached single family home with a large yard
An attached town home
A condominium unit
A unit in a rental apartment Other (specify) _________________________
D5/38/45/ (for Blueprint & MTP 2008) What is your BLUEFPRINT
D7
age, please? (DO NOT READ)
1. 18 - 20
2. 21 - 24
(for MTC TOD) In which of these
3. 25 - 29
categories does your age fall? (Read
4. 30 - 34
responses, check one only)
5. 35 - 39
6. 40 - 44
for (MTC RTP) May I ask your
7. 45 - 49
approximate age? (open ended, no age 8. 50 - 54
ranges given)
9. 55 - 59
10. 60 - 64
11. 65 - 69
12.70 - 74
13. 75 AND OLDER
14. REF

D6

In what type of home do you currently
live? [READ CHOICES IF NECESSARY]

MTC TOD & MTP 2008 (different categories than Blueprint)
1. 18 to 24 years old
2. 25 to 34
3. 35 to 44
4. 45 to 54
5. 55 to 64
6. 65 to 74
7. 75 and over
8. (DO NOT READ) Refuse
Do you have any children? (IF YES, ASK) YES/ HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 18 AT HOME
Are any of your children under 18 and YES/HAVE CHILDREN BUT NO LONGER AT HOME OR 18+
still living with you in your home?
NO/NO CHILDREN
DK/REFUSED (DO NOT READ)

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

x

x

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number
D7/44

D8

Question

Responses

(for Blueprint) Are you married,
1. Married
separated, divorced, or single and never 2. Separated
been married?
3. Divorced
4. Single, and Never Been Married
(for MTC TOD) What is your current
5. (Do Not Read) Widowed
marital status? (Read responses, check 6. (Do Not Read) Engaged to Be Married
one only)
7. (Do Not Read) Living with Significant Other
8. (Do Not Read) Refused

What is the last grade of formal
education you completed? (READ
CHOICES)

D9A/39

Do you happen to be of Hispanic or
Latino heritage?

D9B/40

What is your main racial or ethnic
heritage... (READ LIST)

1. Single
2. Married / living with partner
3. Divorced/separated
4. Widowed
5. (DO NOT READ) Refuse
1. LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL
2. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
3. TECHNICAL/VOCATIONAL
4. SOME COLLEGE
5. COLLEGE GRADUATE
6. POST-GRADUATE
7. REFUSED (DO NOT READ)
1. YES
2. NO
3. DK/REF
1. BLACK AMERICAN OR AFRICAN-AMERICAN
2. WHITE
3. ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER
4. AMERICAN INDIAN
5. MULTI-ETHNIC [DO NOT READ]
6. OTHER
7. REFUSED (DO NOT READ)

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

x

Demographics

x

x

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

D10/41/D9 (for Blueprint & MTP 2008) What is your
total annual family income? Please stop
me when I reach your income. (READ
CATEGORIES)

BP & MTP
01. UNDER $20,000
02. $20,000 BUT LESS THAN $30,000
03. $30,000 BUT LESS THAN $40,000
04. $40,000 BUT LESS THAN $60,000
(for MTC RTP) What is your approximate 05. $60,000 BUT LESS THAN $80,000
annual household income (before
06. $80,000 BUT LESS THAN $100,000
taxes)? (Read responses if necessary)
07. $100,000 BUT LESS THAN $150,000
08. $150,000 OR MORE
09. (DO NOT READ) REFUSED

D11/42

D12/43

MTC RTP
1 Under 15,000
2 $15,000 - $25,000
3 $25,001 – $50,000
4 $50,001 - $75,000
5 $75,001 - $100,000
6 $100,001 - $150,000
7 $150,001 - $200,000
8 More than $200,000
What is your ZIP CODE, please? USE ZIP ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
DEFINITIONS FOR RURAL, URBAN,
SUBURBAN, ETC.
Thank you, those are all the questions I RESPONDENT NAME: _____________________________
have for you today. May I have your
name, in case my supervisor needs to
verify that this interview took place?

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Demographics

x

x

Demographics

x

x

Demographics

x

x

1

How would you describe the situation
related to transportation here in the 6county Sacramento region: not a serious
problem, a problem but not that
serious, a serious problem, or a critical
problem?

Not a serious problem ------------------- 1 [skip to 3]
A serious problem but not that serious ---- 2 [skip to 3]
A serious problem --------------------------- 3 [ask 2]
A critical problem ----------------------------- 4 [ask 2]
DK/Refused -------------------------------- 5 [skip to 3]

Intro, Transportation

x

2

What do you think is the most serious
transportation problem in the
Sacramento region? (Open)

Open

Intro, Transportation

x

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

3

Overall, how would you rate your
community as a place to live? You can
use any number between 1 and 4,
where 4 is excellent and 1 is poor.

4

Responses
Rating 1-4

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Intro, Community

x

What do you like most about living in
Open
this area, meaning your community,
city, and the Sacramento region? (Open)

Intro, Community

x

5

Are there any transportation system
improvements you would like to see
made, including roads, freeways, bus,
light rail, or pedestrian or bicycle
improvements?

Yes ---------------------------------------------- 1 [ask 6]
No ------------------------------------------- 4 [skip to 7]
DK/Refused -------------------------------- 5 [skip to 7]

Priorities,
Transportation
improvements

x

6

Can you please describe the specific
improvement you would like to see
made? Probe for specifics

Open

Priorities,
Transportation
improvements

x

Priorities,
Transportation
Investments

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Highway
System
Priorities, Bicycle,
Pedestrian

x

Intro for Qs I would now like to ask you about the
Intro for Qs 7-11
7-11
emphasis you want placed on different
investments in the regional
transportation system in the future
(over the next 20 years). On a scale of 1
to 5, where 1 means “not important at
all,” and “5 means extremely
important,” how would you rate the
importance of the following, remember
you can use any number between 1 and
5.: [6=DK] ROTATE
7
8
9

Public transit including buses, light rail,
and commuter rail
Highways and freeways like 5, 50, 80,
99, and 65
Community transportation projects
including bicycle lanes, sidewalks and
safer residential streets

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

10

Incentives to promote local government On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]
planning for efficient and
environmentally friendly transportation
and land use options

Priorities,
environment, land
use

x

11

Road maintenance

Priorities, Roads

x

Priorities, Transit

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Intro for Qs Now I want to ask you specifically about Intro for Qs 12-18
12-18
public transit options that might help
reduce traffic congestion in the region.
On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means “not
important at all,” and “5 means
extremely important,” how would you
rate the importance of the following,
remember you can use any number
between 1 and 5.: [6=DK] ROTATE

12

Expand the light rail system

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

13

Add new types of buses that move
faster and can carry more people
Expand the commuter train system

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

14
15

Add more regular buses that run more
often and reach more destinations

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

16

Add more express bus service on the
freeways
Expand community shuttle buses
connecting to activity centers
Add new streetcar service

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Transit

x

17
18

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Intro for Qs Next, I would like to ask you about the Intro for Qs 19-25
19-25
road and freeway system. Again, I will
read you a short list of options that
might help reduce traffic congestion in
the region. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1
means “not important at all,” and “5
means extremely important,” how
would you rate the importance of the
following, remember you can use any
number between 1 and 5: [6=DK]
ROTATE
19

20

21

New freeway lanes added to the
regional system that can be used by all
vehicles, 24 hours a day
New freeway lanes added to the
regional system that would be a high
occupancy vehicle lane (HOV lane) for
carpools and busses only during rush
hour traffic, and open to all traffic the
rest of the time
New lanes should be added to improve
four-lane or wider urban streets.

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Freeway
System

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Freeway
System

x

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Roads

x

22

New lanes or wider shoulders should be On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]
added to improve rural highways

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

x

23

Add more bridges to the regional system On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

x

24

Add more sidewalks and crosswalks

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

Priorities, Roads

x

25

Add more bicycle lanes

On a scale of 1 to 5, “not important at all,” to "extremely important,” [6=DK]

x

26

How much do you think the price of
gasoline will be five years from now?

Record dollars and cents

Priorities, Roads,
Bicycle
Travel Behavior

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number
27

Question
How likely is it that over the next 5 years
you will shift at least 10% of your trips
by car to transit, walking or bicycling:
not at all likely, not very likely,
somewhat likely, or very likely?

Responses
Not at all likely --------------------------------------- 1
Not very likely ---------------------------------------- 2
Somewhat likely-------------------------------------- 3
Very likely --------------------------------------------- 4
DK ------------------------------------------------------- 5

Travel Behavior

x

Travel Behavior

x

If the price of gas would be over $3.50
per gallon long term
If there were more bicycle lanes
available to make me feel safer using my
bicycle for short trips
If frequent transit service was within a
short walk (5-15 minutes) to my home
and work
If there were more lighting and sidewalk
improvements to make me feel safer
walking short distances

On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you to Travel Behavior
reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]
On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you to Travel Behavior
reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]

x

On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you to Travel Behavior
reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]

x

On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you to Travel Behavior
reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]

x

If the price of gas would be over $4.50
per gallon long term
If public transit was less expensive than
driving and parking
In general, do you think that over the
next 10 years existing revenue sources
will provide adequate funds to build the
regional transportation system we will
need in the future or do you think new
revenue sources will be needed?

On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you to
reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]
On scale 1 to 5, 1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely), how likely it is to cause you to
reduce your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]
Existing revenue sources will provide adequate funds ---- 1
New revenue sources will be needed ------------- 2
DK -------------------------------------------------------- 3

Travel Behavior

x

Travel Behavior

x

Trans Funding and
Conclusion

x

Intro for Qs Now, I will read you a list of changes
Intro for Qs 28-33
28-33
that could occur over the next five
years. For each one, tell me on a scale of
1 (Not At All Likely) to 5 (Very Likely),
how likely it is to cause you to reduce
your car trips by 10% or more? [6=DK]
ROTATE
28
29

30

31

32
33
34

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
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Question
Number

Question

35

How long, in miles, is your typical oneway commute: 0 miles, 1-5 miles, 6-10
miles, 11-20 miles, 21-40 miles, 40 +
miles?

36

For your daily trips, do you usually drive
alone, drive with someone else, take the
bus, take light rail, walk or bicycle?
(Please indicate all that apply.)

37

1

2

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

0 miles -------------------------------------------------- 1
1-5 miles ------------------------------------------------ 2
6-10 miles ----------------------------------------------- 3
11-20 miles --------------------------------------------- 4
21-40 miles --------------------------------------------- 5
40+ miles ----------------------------------------------- 6
DK ------------------------------------------------------- 7

Travel Behavior and
Demographics

x

Drive alone ----------------------------------------- 1
Drive with someone else ------------------------- 2
Take the bus ---------------------------------------- 7
Take light rail --------------------------------------- 3
Walk -------------------------------------------------- 4
Bicycle ------------------------------------------------ 5
DK ----------------------------------------------------- 6
How often do you use public transit in 0 times per week ------------------------------------ 1
your daily activities: 0 times per week, 1- 1-3 times a week ------------------------------------- 2
3 times per week, 4-10 times per week, 4-10 times per week --------------------------------- 3
or 10+ times per week?
10+ times per week ---------------------------------- 4
DK ------------------------------------------------------ 5
Hello, I’m ______________________
with Corey Research calling on behalf of
the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC). We are conducting a
survey with people who have recently
moved, or are planning on moving, in
the Bay Area.

Travel Behavior and
Demographics

x

Travel Behavior and
Demographics

x

Intro

x

Have you moved within the past three
years, or are you planning to move in
the next year? Note: If respondent has
both recently moved and about to
move, then ask respondent to answer
based on their upcoming move. If
the respondent has moved several times
within the past 36 months, ask to
answer based on most recent move.

Intro

x

1. Yes, have moved within the past three years (Movers)
2. Yes, plan on moving in the next year (Potential Movers)
3. No (thank-terminate)
4. Don’t know (thank-terminate)
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Question
Number
3a

3b

4

5

5a

6

6

7

Question
(Movers, ask) Which (Bay Area) county
did you move to?

Responses

Alameda , Contra Costa , Santa Clara , San Francisco , or San Mateo 1 (Q. 3)
Marin , Napa , Solano , Sonoma 2 (Thank/terminate) Outside of Bay Area 3
(Thank/terminate
(Potential Movers, ask) Which (Bay
Alameda , Contra Costa , Santa Clara , San Francisco , or San Mateo 1 (Q. 3)
Area) county do you plan to move to?
Marin , Napa , Solano , Sonoma 2 (Thank/terminate) Outside of Bay Area 3
(Thank/terminate
About how long have you lived in the
1. Less than 6 months
Bay Area? (Read list if necessary)
2. 6 months to 1 year
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: this question
3. 1 – 2 years 3
applies to the total amount of time a
4. 3 – 5 years
person has lived in the Bay Area]
5. 6 – 10 years
6. 11 – 20 years
7. More than 20 years
8. Don’t know / refused
Do you own or rent your current home? 1. OWN
2. RENT
3. Other (Specify)
(Potential Movers, ask) Do you plan on 1. Buy/Own
buying (owning) or renting your next
2. Rent
home?
3. Other (specify)
(Movers, ask) What was the main
Open
reason for choosing the home or
apartment where you moved?
(Potential movers, ask) What will be the Open
main reason for choosing the home or
apartment where you
choose to move?
Are (were) there others in your
1. Others in household involved in decision
household involved in the decision on
2. I am the only decision maker
where to move, or are (were) you the
3. Other (specify)
only one making this decision?
Interviewer Note: If respondent is not
involved at all in decision on where to
move, thank and terminate.

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Intro

x

Intro

x

Intro

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Motivations for living
in area

x

Motivations for living
in area

x

Motivations for living
in area

x
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Intro to Qs Next, I am going to read you a list of
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
8-42
statements regarding your move. Please means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where
0 means strongly disagree and 10 means
strongly agree. You may use any number
between 0 and 10.
MOVERS: Please rate these statements
based on how you felt before you
moved. That is, when you were making
the decision about where to move.
OTHERS INVOLVED IN DECISION TO
MOVE (Q7): Please rate these
statements based on the importance to
the entire household, not just your own
perspective. (RANDOMIZE Statements)

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Motivations for living
in area

x

8

Living In a neighborhood where I felt
safe enough walking at night is one of
the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

9

Living in a neighborhood that offers a
mix of housing types such as singlefamily homes, town homes, and
apartments - is one of the most
important factors to my household in
deciding where to move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

10

Living in a new neighborhood as
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
opposed to an older neighborhood is
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
one of the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

11

Living on a quiet street is one of the
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
most important factors to my household means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

12

Living in a clean neighborhood is one of Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
the most important factors to my
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
household in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

13

Living in a neighborhood where it is safe Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
and convenient to walk or bike to
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
do my errands (such as, grocery stores,
banks, dry cleaners, post office, gym) is
one
of the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

14

Living where there are nearby places for Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
outdoor recreation such as parks, hike means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
and bike trails and greenways is one of
the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

15

Living in a neighborhood where there
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
are places to spend time (such as
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
bookstores, movie theaters, community
centers, coffee shops and libraries) is
one of the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

16

Having a front yard or space in front of
my home is one of the most important
factors to my household in deciding
where to move
Having a back yard is one of the most
important factors to my household in
deciding
where to move
Having pleasant public parks nearby
where my family or pets can safely
play is one of the most important
factors to my household in deciding
where to move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

17

18
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

19

Having my own garage is one of the
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
most important factors to my household means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

20

Having a dedicated parking spot is one
of the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

21

Having easy on-street parking is one of
the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

22

Living in a newer home is one of the
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
most important factors to my household means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

23

Having plenty of indoor space is one of
the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

24

Living within easy access to a freeway is Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
one of the most important factors
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
to my household in deciding where to
move

Motivations for living
in area, Roads

x

25

Living within an easy drive to BART is
one of the most important factors to
my household in deciding where to
move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

x

26

Living within an easy walk to BART is
one of the most important factors to
my household in deciding where to
move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

x
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

27

Living within easy access to local bus or Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
MUNI is one of the most important
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
factors to my household in deciding
where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

x

28

Living within an easy drive to downtown Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
San Francisco is one of the most
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
important factors to my household in
deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Roads

x

29

Living in San Francisco is one
of the most important factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

30

Living within an easy transit ride to
Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
downtown San Francisco is one of the
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
most important factors to my household
in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

x

31

Living within easy access from my home Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
to a commuter rail system (such
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
as ACE, Caltrain, Capital Corridor, San
Joaquin's) is one of the most important
factors
to my household in deciding where to
move

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

x

32

Being able to safely walk to schools is
one of the most important factors to
my household in deciding where to
move

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Walk

x

33

Living in a school district that provides a Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
good education is one of the
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
most important factors to my household
in deciding where to move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

34

Living within a short commute to work is Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
one of the most important factors to
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
my household in deciding where to
move

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

35

Living where I can easily commute using
transit is one of the most important
factors
to my household in deciding where to
move
If it would shorten my commute, I would
live in a smaller home

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Transit

x

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

Even if I lived near quick and reliable
public transit, I would frequently need
access to a
car to travel where I need to go
Interviewer Note: ”frequently” means
more than once per week
If I found a home that met more of my
criteria, I would be willing to spend
more
money on it
Interviewer Note: “criteria” means
“needs”
If I found a home that met more of my
criteria, I would be willing to have a
longer commute

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivation for living
in area, roads

x

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

If I could easily travel to where I needed Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
to go without using my own
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
personal vehicle, then having only one
or fewer dedicated parking spots is
sufficient.
Interviewer Note: For example by
walking, biking, using public transit or
car sharing

Motivations for living
in area, Land Use

x

36

37

38

39

40
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

41

Living in a neighborhood where transit is Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
reliable is one of the most important
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.
factors to my
household in deciding where to move

Motivation for living
in area, Transit

x

42

If transit was less expensive, I would
take it more often

Motivation for living
in area, Transit

x

43

Now to finish up I would like to ask you Record number of years.
a few questions for classification
purposes only. All of
your responses will be kept strictly
confidential.

Demographics

x

Please rate each using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly disagree and 10
means strongly agree. You may use any number between 0 and 10.

SCAG STA Poll

In total, about how many times have
you moved in the past 5 years?
Record number (Refuse=99).
46

Including yourself, how many people
currently live in your household?
Record number (Refuse=99).
___________
Note: if ‘1’ or ‘99’ skip Q48

Demographics

x

47

Is anyone in your household under the
age of 18?

1. Yes
2. No
3. (DO NOT READ) Refused
How many are…
a. Under the age of 5..................... __________
b. 5 – 14 years old.......................... __________
c. 15 – 18 years old ........................ __________
Record number above (Refuse=99).
Do any of the children in your household 1. Yes
attend, or plan to attend, public
2. No
school(s)?
3. (DO NOT READ) Refused

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Including yourself, how many of the
Record Number
people in your household work outside
the home,
either on a full-time or part-time basis?

Demographics

48

49

50/D3

x

x
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Question
Number
51/D4

52

53

54

55

Question
How many registered vehicles (including
cars, light trucks, vans, or motorcycles)
are
available to members of your
household?
(Interviewer note: Do not include car
sharing in this number)
Does anyone in your household use car
sharing, for example zip car, flex car, or
city car
share?
What is the highest level of education
that you have completed? (Read
responses, check one
only)

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

Record Number

Demographics

1. Yes
2. No
3. (DO NOT READ) Don't Know

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Some high school or less (Grade 1-11) 1
High school graduate or equivalent 2
Some college or technical school 3
College graduate 4
Post Graduate or Professional Degree 5
(DO NOT READ) Refuse 6
What is your current job status? (Read Employed full-time * 1
responses, check one only)
Employed part-time * 2
Unemployed 3
Retired 4
Homemaker 5
Student 6
(DO NOT READ) Disabled 7
Other (specify): _________________ 8
(DO NOT READ) Refuse 9
What was your approximate year 2007 Under $15,000 1
annual household income before taxes? $15,000 to under $25,000 2
(Read
$25,0001 to under $35,000 3
responses, check one only)
$35,001 to under $50,000 4
$50,001 to under $75,000 5
$75,001 to under $100,000 6
$100,001 to under $150,000 7
$150,001 or more 8
(DO NOT READ) Refuse 9

x

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Hello, I’m _____________ calling on
behalf of the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission. We are
conducting an important survey with
Bay Area residents. The results will be
used to help make future planning
decisions in the region.

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Intro

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

SCAG STA Poll

(INTERVIEWER NOTES: If necessary,
explain:
-The Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) is the transportation
planning, coordinating and financing
agency for the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area
-The survey should take between 12-14
minutes to administer
-No selling is involved
-Responses will be treated in confidence
-If Spanish or Chinese monolingual
household, flag for callback.)

1

2

About how long have you lived in the
Bay Area? (Read list if necessary)

1 Less than one year
2 One – five years
3 Six – ten years
4 Eleven – twenty years
5 Over twenty years
6 Don’t know (do not read)
Which county do you live in? (Read list if 1 Alameda
necessary)
2 Contra Costa
3 Santa Clara
4 San Francisco
5 San Mateo
6 Marin
7 Napa
8 Solano
9 Sonoma
10 Other county outside Bay Area (thank and terminate)
11 Don’t know / Refused (thank and terminate)
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Intro for Qs Please rate each of the following Bay
Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.
3-9
Area issues on a five point scale, where
5 is excellent and 1 is poor. Overall how
would you rate __________ (ask for
each) in the Bay Area?

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Priorities, General
Issues

x

3

Air quality

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Air Quality

x

4
5

Quality of public transit services
Traffic flow on roads and freeways

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.
Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Transit
Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

x
x

6

Maintenance of roads and freeways

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Road and
Freeway System

x

7

Preservation of open space and parks

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Land Use

x

8

Availability of affordable housing
(Affordable housing = Housing that is
actually affordable for a working Bay
Area resident with limited income.)

Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.

Priorities, Housing

x

Priorities, Jobs
Specific Policy Issues climate protection
strategies

x
x

Specific Policy Issues climate protection
strategies

x

9
Availability of job opportunities
Five point scale, where 5 is excellent and 1 is poor.
Intro for Qs In the Bay Area, roughly forty percent of Please use a five point scale, where 5 is support strongly and 1 is oppose strongly.
10-14
greenhouse gas emissions come from
transportation sources, mostly from cars
and trucks. Several strategies are being
considered to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in the Bay Area. Indicate
whether you would support or oppose
each of the following strategies. Please
use a five point scale, where 5 is support
strongly and 1 is oppose strongly.

10

Reduce maximum speed
to 55 miles per hour on Bay Area
freeways

Please use a five point scale, where 5 is support strongly and 1 is oppose strongly.
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

11

Require employers to offer a plan
Please use a five point scale, where 5 is support strongly and 1 is oppose strongly.
which allows their employees to pay for
the cost of commuting by public transit,
vanpooling, or bicycling with pre-tax
dollars

Specific Policy Issues climate protection
strategies

x

12

Charge higher parking rates during
busy periods to make more parking
spaces available, and reduce the need
to circle the block

Please use a five point scale, where 5 is support strongly and 1 is oppose strongly.

Specific Policy Issues climate protection
strategies

x

13

Charge for parking where it is currently Please use a five point scale, where 5 is support strongly and 1 is oppose strongly.
free to discourage commuters from
driving and parking, and to make more
short term parking spaces available
^ Locations may include – on-street
spaces, public parking garages owned by
cities and private parking garages used
by employees. Will not include
residential parking nor parking garages
for shopping malls.

Specific Policy Issues climate protection
strategies

x

14

Cities that allow more multi-unit^^
Please use a five point scale, where 5 is support strongly and 1 is oppose strongly.
housing to be built near public transit
should get more regional transportation
dollars
^^Includes apartments, condos and
townhouses

Specific Policy Issues financial incentives

x

Attitudinal
Statements - Bay Area
statements

x

Intro for Qs Next I’d like you to rate the statements I 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
15-20
read to you using a 5 point scale, where
5 means strongly agree and 1 means
strongly disagree.
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

15

Transit agencies should consolidate
certain functions, such as purchasing
buses (and other equipment), sharing
maintenance yards, and marketing

5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.

Transit

x

16

Transit agencies should spend money
more efficiently before taxpayers
invest additional funds for transit
improvements

5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.

Transit

x

17

There should be a focus on reducing
tailpipe emissions and encouraging
drivers to drive less, not on improving
our ability to drive more easily around
the Bay Area

5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.

Climate/AQ

x

18

Transportation investments should be 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
focused on making freeways and public
transit services run more efficiently
rather than building new freeways and
expanding transit services

Transportation and
Land Use

x

19

Throughout the Bay Area, there should 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
be a focus on making it easier to walk or
bike, rather than having to rely on a car

Walk and Bike

x

20

Economic growth and prosperity
5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
are more important than environmental
issues

Attitudinal
Statements Economy/Enviro

x
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

Intro to Qs Now, I want to ask you about choosing a 5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
21-24
place to live.
Many people say they face tradeoffs
when choosing a place to live – meaning
that they have to give up some things in
order to have other things. How do you
feel about the following tradeoffs?
Other things being equal: rate each of
the following as individual statements
using the same scale…
21

22

23
24

Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs

x

5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.

Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs

x

5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.

Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs

x

I would accept a longer
5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
commute to live in a larger house
I would be willing to accept an
5 point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree.
increase in the number of homes and
traffic in my community, if it helped
protect open space and air quality in the
Bay Area

Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs
Choosing Place to Live
- Trade Offs

x

Transportation
Funding Priorities

x

Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities

x

I would live in a more densely
populated area if there were better
public transit and better neighborhood
amenities
I would live in a smaller house to have
a shorter commute

Intro to Qs Now I want to ask you about
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
25-34
transportation priorities in the Bay Area.
For each, please indicate whether or not
it should be a high investment priority
for our region. Use a 5 point scale where
5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is
Not a Priority (you may also use any
numbers in between).
25
26

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

Improve traffic flow on freeways using
ramp metering lights
Widen freeways

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
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Question
Number
27

Question

Responses

32

Maintain state highways, including fixing
potholes
Increase the number of freeway lanes
for carpoolers and bus riders
Allow solo drivers the opportunity to
use carpool lanes if they are willing to
pay a fee
Provide more frequent public transit
service
Maintain local streets and roads,
including fixing potholes
Expand the network of bicycle lanes

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

33

Expand ferry service across the bay

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

34

Extend commuter rail lines, such
as BART and Caltrain, throughout
the Bay Area
Next I want to ask about transportation
funding in the Bay Area.
35) First, I want to ask about how much
transportation money should go to
public transit versus freeways and
roads. The Bay Area currently spends
two-thirds of its transportation money
on public transit, and one-third on
freeways and roads. In the future,
should the region continue to spend its
money on transportation projects in
these same proportions, or spend more
for public transit, or more for freeways
and roads?

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

28
29

30
31

35

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority
5 point scale where 5 means a High Priority and 1 means it is Not a Priority

1 Keep the same proportions
2 More for public transit
3 More for freeways and roads
4 Don’t know (do not read)
5 Refused (do not read)

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities

x

Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities
Transportation
Funding Priorities

x

Funding Ratio

x

SCAG STA Poll

x
x

x
x
x
x
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Question
Number

Question

36

Now I want to ask how much
transportation money should go to
maintenance versus expansion. The Bay
Area spends 80 percent of its
transportation moneys on maintaining
and operating the existing
transportation system which includes
public transit, freeways, and local roads.
The remaining 20 percent goes toward
expansion of public transit, freeways
and local roads. In the future should the
region continue to spend its money on
transportation projects in these same
proportions, or spend more for
maintenance and operation, or more for
expansion?

37

Do you own a bicycle or have regular
access to one?
On average, how often do you bike per
week, per month, or per year?

Responses

Funding Ratio

x

1 Yes
2 No
___________ days
□ per week
□ per month
□ per year
What would be the one thing that would Open
motivate you most to ride a bicycle (or
ride more often) in the future?
(Interviewer: Probe for single, specific
response. Keep brief)

Bicycling

x

Bicycling

x

Bicycling

x

D1

Including yourself, how many people
currently live in your household?

Demographics

x

D2

Is anyone in your household under the
age of 18?

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

38

39

D6

1 Keep the same proportions
2 More for maintenance and operation
3 More for expansion
4 Don’t know (do not read)
5 Refused (do not read)

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

Record Number

1. Yes ---Record Number_____
2. No
3. Refused
Have you used public transit in the past 1. Yes
month?
2. No
3. Don't know

SCAG STA Poll
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Question
Number

Question

Responses

D8

What ethnic group do you consider
yourself a member of? (If hesitates, ask)
Are you white, African American,
Hispanic/Latino, Asian or some other
ethnic or racial background?

D10

Are you currently registered to vote?

D11

In about how many of the past 5
elections have you voted, would you
say…(Read List)

D12

Are you registered as a Democrat, a
Republican or with some other party?

D13

And for validation purposes, may I
please have your first name…
Those are all the questions I have.
Comments (If volunteered)
Interviewer note: Prompt for comments
only if comments mentioned during the
interview.
Language
English, Spanish or Chinese
Which do you prefer?
1. Paper
2. Plastic
3. I bring my own
4. Oops... I forgot mine at home

D15
1

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

1 White
2 African American
3 Hispanic / Latino
4 Asian / Pacific islander
5 Other (specify) ____________________________________
6 Refused
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know/refused

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

1 All 5 of the past 5 elections
2 4 of the past 5 elections
3 3 of the past 5 elections
2 2 of the past 5 elections
1 1 of the past 5 elections
0 None of the past 5 elections
6 Don’t know / Refused (Do not read)
1 Democrat
2 Republican
3 Decline to State / Independent registration
4 Green Party
5 American Independent
6 Libertarian
7 Peace and Freedom
8 Other party (specify) ___________________________
9 Don’ t know / Refused

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics
Attitudinal

x

SCAG STA Poll

x
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Number
2

3

4

5

6

Question

Responses

Which part of the region do you live in? 1. Riverside Count/San Bernadino
2. Orange County
3. Ventura County
4. North Los Angeles County
5. South Bay Cities
6. San Fernando Valley
7. San Gabriel Valley
8. Westside Cities
9. Gateway Cities
10. Los Angeles City
Which part of the region do you
1. Riverside Count/San Bernadino
work/go to school in?
2. Orange County
3. Ventura County
4. North Los Angeles County
5. South Bay Cities
6. San Fernando Valley
7. San Gabriel Valley
8. Westside Cities
9. Gateway Cities
10. Los Angeles City
What is the first most important priority 1. Economy
in Southern California?
2. Environment
3. Housing
4. Infrastructure
5. Public Health
6. Social Equity
7. Transportation
What is the second most important
1. Economy
priority in Southern California?
2. Environment
3. Housing
4. Infrastructure
5. Public Health
6. Social Equity
7. Transportation
Which statement best describes your
I primarily drive alone.
daily commute?
I primarily walk or bike to common destinations.
I primarily carpool.
I primarily use public transportation.
I do not commute.

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

SCAG STA Poll

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Attitudinal

x

Attitudinal

x

General
Transportation

x
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Number
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Question
Which statement best describes your
access to transportation options?

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

SCAG STA Poll

I drive; little access to transit.
I have some access to transit but choose to drive.
I have adequate access to transit and do not drive.
What is the biggest barrier to using
Does not stop near my home
public transportation?
Does not go where I need.
Does not come frequently enough or run late enough.
Too crowded, I do not enjoy riding.
Too expensive for my budget.
None of the above.
The RTP should invest most of its money 1. Strongly agree
into roads and highways.
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree
The RTP should invest in a mix of
1. Strongly agree
transportation options, including road, 2. Agree
highway, rail transit, express bus and
3. Neither agree nor disagree
bicycle/pedestrian.
4. Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree
The RTP should invest most of its money 1. Strongly agree
into rail transit, express bus and
2. Agree
bicycle/pedestrian.
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree
The RTP should focus relatively more on 1. Expand Mobility (expand roads and transit).
expanding ways to travel more quickly, 2. Balance between 1 and 3.
or reduce distances traveled?
3. Focus most on reducing distances traveled.

Transit

x

Transit

x

Road and Freeway
System

x

Road and Freeway
System, Transit, Bike,
Walk

x

Transit, Bike, Walk

x

Transportation, Land
Use

x

Encourage more employment growth in 1. Strongly agree
or near residential communities.
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree
Encourage more employment growth in 1. Strongly agree
or near employment centers.
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree

Land Use

x

Land Use

x
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15

To accommodate the region's future
population, new housing development
and housing types in the coming
decades should be primarily…

16

Future development of employment
center and commercial areas should
mostly occur in…

17

1

2a

Responses
1. Large Lot Detached
2. Small Lot Detached
3. Townhouse
4. Muli-Family Development

1. Standard suburban areas
2. Part standard, part mixed use walkable
3. Mixed use walkable
4. Part Mixed use walkable, part urban
5. Urban areas
Future development of residential areas 1. Standard suburban areas
should mostly occur in…
2. Part standard, part mixed use walkable
3. Mixed use walkable
4. Part Mixed use walkable, part urban
5. Urban areas
Gernally speaking, are you satisfied or 1. Caltrans
dissatisfied with how_____is performing 2. your local city government
their job?
3. Sacramento Regional Transit
4. the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
5. the Sacramento Transportation Authority
Is_____a high, medium or low priority 1. improving the local economy
local issue for?
2.reducing crime and gang activity
3. providing more jobs to get people back to work
4. balancing local government budgets
5. keeping taxes affordable
6. improving local public schools
7.controlling rising costs of local government
8. filling potholes and resurfacing local streets, roads and bridges
9. relieving traffic congestion
10. reducing air pollution that causes global warming
11. planning for new growth and development
12. improving the local transportation system by extending light rail transit

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

SCAG STA Poll

Land Use

x

Land Use

x

Land Use

x

Public Sector
Satisfaction Rating

x

Priorities,
Transportation, Jobs,
Crime, Budget,
Schools, AQ, Growth

x
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

SCAG STA Poll

2b

Is ______a high, medium or low priority 1. maintaining local streets, roads and bridges, including resurfacing and filling
Priorities, Transit,
local issue for you?
potholes
Roads, Bike, walk
2. improving worn out roads, by resurfacing, installing new lighting, curbs, gutters,
sidewalks, traffic lights and safe pedestrian and bike routes
3. relieving traffic congestion on State Routes 50 and 99, and on Interstate 5 and 80
4. relieving countywide traffic congestion
5. extending light rail services
6. improving local and regional bus services

x

3

Transportation planners and
Support
Sacramento local elected officials are
Oppose
currently preparing a long-term
No opinion
transportation plan for the county. To
fund this plan, local officials are
considering asking voters to increase the
Sacramento County sales tax by one-half
cent, for 30 years, to pay for the longterm transportation plan

Funding, Tax

x

Funding, Tax

x

Would you generally support or oppose
this idea?
4

5

5a

6a

Could you afford a half-cent increase in Yes/can afford
the local sales tax?
no/cannot afford
no opinion
Shall Measure "A", the Sacramento
gives top priority and reserves a majority of the funding for filling potholes,
County Transportation Plan, be
resurfacing, improving safety and upgrading maintenance on city streets, county
implemented with a half-cent sales tax roads and bridges
for 30 years that:
expands special transit services for seniors and disabled persons
constructs light rail from downtown to the Sacramento airport
constructs a new......
To implement this program, would you Yes
vote "yes" or "no" on this measure?
No
No opinion
Would you give a high, medium or low Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
priority to ____?

x

Funding, Tax

x

Priorities

x
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Question

Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
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SCAG STA Poll

6a.1

...requiring annual independent audits Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
that would inform the public to ensure
funds are spent as approved by voters?

Priorities, Funding

x

6a.2

...expanding special transit services for Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
seniors who can no longer drive, as well
as providing basic transit for disabled
persons?
...fixing potholes and old bridges,
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
resurfacing local roads and improving
road safety
…increasing security for those using
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
Sacramento Regional Transit with more
uniformed policy officers, and installing
better lighting and security cameras on
buses, trains and at transit stations?

Priorities, Transit

x

Priorities, Roads and
Bridges

x

Priorities, Transit
Security/Safety

x

6a.5

…rebuilding the oldest worn out local
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
roads by mandating a "complete
streets" approach that resurfaces roads,
fixes pedestrian and bicycle safety
problems, and adds new lighting, curbs,
gutters, sidewalks, improved traffic
control and signing?

Priorities, Complete
Streets

x

6a.6

…constructing a 4-lane road connecting Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
Highway 50 in Folsom to Elk Grove,
following Grant Line Road, connecting to
Highway 99 and Interstate 5 in elk Grove
to bypass traffic congestion in the
downtown central Sacramento area,
relieving congestion on State Routes 50
and 99?

Priorities, Roads and
Highway System

x

6a.7

….extending light rail from downtown
Sacramento to the Sacramento airport
through the Natomas Town Center

Priorities, Transit

x

6a.3

6a.4

Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
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Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

SCAG STA Poll

6a.8

…replacing worn out light rail vehicles
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
and upgrading the frequency and hours
of light rail service?

Priorities, Transit

x

6a.9

…providing new bicycle trails and lanes
on local roads for daily commuting and
recreational use by bicyclists?

Priorities, Bicycle

x

6a.10

After hearing the project list in more
Support
detail, would you support or oppose
Oppose
increasing the Sacramento County sales No opinion
tax by a half-cent for 30 years?

Funding, Tax

x

As part of the new transportation sales Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
tax measure a program of
transportation improvements will be
constructed in each local community in
the county. Would you give high,
medium or low priority to______?

Priorities

x

7a.1

….reconstructing and improving the
freeway to freeway interchange at the
junction of Highway 50 and 99 and
Business 80 in downtown Sacramento

Priorities, Highway
System

x

7a.2

…construction of the final phase of the Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
downtown regional transportation
terminal making it possible to walk to
downtown Sacramento and Old
Sacramento, which will connect by light
rail transit and Amtrak to all areas of the
Sacramento region and to the Bay Area?

Priorities, Transit and
Rail

x

7a

Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion

Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
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Responses

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD

SCAG STA Poll

7a.3

…widening and improving key arterial
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
corridors throughout the County by
resurfacing, and improving street
lighting, pedestrians and bicycle safety,
traffic lights, landscape and signing at
Watt Avenue, Madison Avenue, the
Jackson Highway, Elk Grove Boulevard,
Hazel Avenue, Antelope Road, Arden
way, Folsom Boulevard, Florin Road,
Greenback Lane, Fulton Avenue and
Stockton Boulevard

x

7a.4

…constructing a new Rancho Cordova
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
parkway interchange on Highway 50 in
the City of Rancho Cordova to reduce
congestion on the Sunrise Boulevard
Interchange.
…constructing new bus and carpool
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
lanes on Highway 50 from Watt Avenue
into downtown Sacramento.

x

7a.6

…a new American River bridge crossing, Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
connecting downtown Sacramento to
the Natomas Town Center for use by the
light rail transit line to the airport, and
as a new local arterial connection for
cars and trucks, bypassing congestion on
Interstate 5.

x

7a.7

…improving Sunrise Boulevard and
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
Folsom Boulevard in the City of Rancho
Cordova.
…a new streetcar system for local transit Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
connecting the downtown regional
terminal to the K Street Mall, Mid-Town
Sacramento, Old Town Sacramento and
over the river to a streetcar coming
from West Sacramento paid for by Yolo
County residents.

x

7a.5

7a.8

x

x
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SCAG STA Poll

…constructing new bus and carpool
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
lanes on Interstate 5 from Highway 50
to Elk Grove Boulevard.
double tracking the Gold light rail transit Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
line in Rancho Cordova and Folsom to
provide for more frequent and
improved light rail transit services to the
communities.

x

7a.11

rebuilding Auburn Boulevard, San Juan Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
and Antelope Roads, in the City of Citrus
Heights by resurfacing, adding new
lighting, ,curbs, gutters, sidewalks,
pedestrian and bicycle safety, traffic
lights, landscaping and signing
improvements.

x

7a.12

…widening and improving the
interchange at Highway 50 and Hazel
Avenue.
…widening and improving Interstate 5
from Florin Road to Pocket Road.

Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion

x

Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion

x

7a.14

…constructing a new extension of the
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
Blue light rail transit line from the
campus of Consumnes River College in
South Sacramento to the future regional
mall in the City of Elk Grove.

x

7a.15

…widening and improving Green Valley Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
Road in Folsom to the new bridge over
Folsom Dam, improving connections to
El Dorado and Placer Counties.

x

7a.16

…widening and improving Kammerer
Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion
Road between Interstate 5 and Highway
99 in the City of Elk Grove

x

7a.17

…constructing a new interchange at
Highway 99 and Walnut in the city of
Galt.

x

7a.10

7a.13

Priority: High, medium, low, no opinion

x
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7b

After hearing the project list, would you Support
support or oppose increasing the
Oppose
Sacramento County sales tax by a half- No opinion
cent for 30 years?

Funding, Tax

x

8a.

Supporters say______ . Is this a good,
fair or poor reason to support increasing
the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

8a.1

….it's more cost effective to quickly
repair roads rather than letting them
deteriorate which costs twice as much.

Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

8a.2

…as the economy improves, traffic
Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
congestion in Sacramento County is now
increasing. We need to keep making
transportation improvements NOW to
prevent traffic from getting even worse.

Funding, Tax

x

8a.3

…our local roads are falling apart. We
need to fix the potholes and resurface
them now.
…with the increasing cost of gasoline,
Sacramento needs a better transit
system that is frequent, reliable,
affordable and safe, to get people
where they need to go in a reasonable
period of time.

Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

…this ballot measure provides funds to Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
meet special transportation needs for
our aging population who are living
longer and can no longer drive a car, as
well as for disabled persons.

Funding, Tax

x

8a.4

8a.5
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8a.6

…extending light rail to the airport will Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
complete regional connections to the
Folsom line along Highway 50, the south
line to Elk Grove along Highway 99, and
the Watt Avenue line along Interstate
80, to the new regional transportation
terminal in downtown Sacramento.

Funding, Tax

x

8a.7

…the measure will include independent Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
audits conducted by taxpayer watchdog
committee, annually to show voters
how their money is being spent.

Funding, Tax

x

8a.8

…investing in a better transit system will Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
motivate people to get out of their cars
and reduce greenhouse gases.

Funding, Tax

x

8a.9

…the Sacramento Transportation
Authority has an excellent record
delivering on their promises to spend
available transportation funds well in
recent years.
After hearing these statements made by
supporters, would you support or
oppose increasing the Sacramento
County sales tax by a half-cent for r30
years
Opponents say ____. Is this good, fair or
poor reason to oppose increasing the
Sacramento County sales tax?

Good, fair or poor reason to support increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

Support
Oppose
No opinion

Funding, Tax

x

Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

9a.1

…our sales taxes are too high already.
We don't need more taxes.

Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

9a.2

…government is already wasting most of Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
our money. We shouldn't give them
more to waste.
…this proposed sales tax will be unfair Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
to the poor and older people on fixed
incomes.

Funding, Tax

x

Funding, Tax

x

8b

9.a

9a.3
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9a.4

…now is not a good time to raise taxes
when the economy is just recovering.

Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

9a.5

…there are more important things to
Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?
spend our limited tax dollars on, such as
public schools, police and fire services.

Funding, Tax

x

9a.6

…transportation improvements should
be paid for by state and federal
governments, not local taxpayers.

Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

9a.7

…we just can't afford to make new
transportation improvements like
building a new road between Elk Grove
and Folsom.
…we just can't afford to make new
transportation improvements like light
rail transit to the airport.
After hearing these statements made by
opponents, would you support or
oppose increasing the Sacramento
County sales tax by a half-cent for 30
years.
In terms of your political outlook, do you
consider yourself a Conservative, a
Moderate or a Liberal?

Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

Good, fair or poor reason to oppose increasing the Sacramento County sales tax?

Funding, Tax

x

Support
Oppose
No opinion

Funding, Tax

x

Conservative
Moderate
Liberal

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

Demographics

x

9a.8

9b

d1

d2

d3

Are you a member of any of the
following ethnic or minority groups?

Hispanic or Latino
Asian
Black/African-American
Handi-capped or disabled
None of the above
For statistical purposes only: what was 30,000 or less
the approximate total income of your
30,000-60,000
household last year?
60,000-90,000
90,000 or more
Refused
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Do you use ______ at least twice a week I-5
on average
I-80
State Route 50
State Route 99
Light Rail
RT Buses
Special Transit for seniors and disabled
None of the above

Topic/Theme (roads,
transit, bike, walk,
AQ, LU, funding,
maint, traffic)
Blueprint 2008 MTP MTC RTP MTC TOD
Demographics
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x
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L a n d U s e & Na t ur a l Re s our c e s C om m i t t e e

Item #14-8-3D
I nf or m a t i o n

July 31, 2014

2016 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy Outreach Update
Issue: Staff is conducting outreach for the 2016 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy (2016 MTP/SCS).
Recommendation: None, this is for information only.
Discussion: Three outreach efforts are underway in support of the 2016 MTP/SCS update: periodic crosssectoral stakeholder meetings, public workshop planning, and development of a public opinion poll. These
three sources of public input are for the Board to consider in development of a draft preferred scenario
framework.
In 2013, at the request of Board members, staff developed a group of cross-sectoral and regionally
representative stakeholders to serve as a “sounding board” to provide feedback to the Board and staff on
research topics, policy considerations, plan implementation themes, and other 2016 MTP/SCS topics. The
sounding board last met on June 9, 2014. The sounding board heard presentations and provided feedback on:
staff work related to the transportation and land use scenario framework adopted by the Board in March;
findings from transportation system maintenance and preservation research; the proposed approach for the
transportation projects phasing analysis; and the approach for public workshops and polling. The meeting
summary notes, agenda, and attendance list are in Attachment A.
Public workshops for the 2016 MTP/SCS will occur this October and November. SACOG must host eight
public workshops: three in Sacramento County and one each in Placer, El Dorado, Yuba, Sutter and Yolo
counties. Staff will work throughout August to confirm locations and finalize content for the workshops.
Attachment B is a draft list of available locations for county workshops. Workshop locations will consider
ADA accessibility, geographic dispersion, transit access, add-on opportunities for walk-in from other public
events (e.g., fairs, grocery stores, malls, etc.), as well as meeting logistical needs to conduct the workshops.
The third source of public input, the public opinion poll, is discussed under a separate item.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:MH:gg
Attachment A: Sounding Board Meeting Summary
Attachment B: DRAFT Workshop Locations
Key Staff:

Sharon Sprowls, Senior Program Specialist, (916) 340-6235
Kacey Lizon, MTP/SCS Project Manager, (916) 340-6265
Monica Hernández, MTP/SCS Outreach Coordinator, (916) 340-6237

Attachment A

2016 MTP/SCS Sounding Board Meeting Summary
Meeting Date: June 9, 2014
Meeting Location: West Sacramento City Hall Galleria
Meeting Attendees:
Brookfield Residential
CA Rural Legal Assistance
Cordova Hills/SMB Corporation
Domus Development
Environmental Council of Sacramento
Health Education Council
League of Women Voters
National Safe Routes to School Partnership
North State Building Industry Association

Resources for Independent Living
Richland Communities
Sacramento Housing Alliance
Sacramento Metro Chamber
Sacramento Tree Foundation
Taylor-Wiley/Stonebridge Properties
Wade Associates
WALKSacramento
Yolo County Housing Authority

Meeting Agenda:
• Welcome & Introductions, Ms. Hernández
• Update on Board Actions, Ms. Hernández
• Transportation & Land Use Scenario Framework, Ms. Lizon
• Transportation System Maintenance & Preservation, Mr. Holtzen
• Transportation Projects Phasing Analysis, Mr. Griesenbeck
• Public Workshop Approach, Ms. Hernández
Meeting Summary:
Staff provided meeting participants with a summary of the board actions and informational
presentations related to the 2016 MTP/SCS update that have occurred since the group last met in
February 2014. Staff described how the input of the sounding board is part of three components of
public input the Board will consider as they develop the draft preferred framework for the 2016
MTP/SCS. The additional two pieces of public input are the findings from the public workshops and
public polling. Participants were encouraged to communicate to staff if there were any additional
concerns or questions not addressed during the meeting. Meeting participants were provided a copy
of this meeting summary and asked to review it in advance of staff’s reporting to the SACOG policy
committees.

Discussion Themes & Comments
Transportation & Land Use Scenarios Framework
THEME: New Growth and Projected Land Development
• Are there a lot of assumptions about land dedication vs in lieu fees and/or both? If SACOG is just
looking at zoning for land uses allowed and not policies (like the MTP/SCS and others that
influence where growth happens) then we’re not getting a true picture.
• There is a market conflict between slow growth and/or phasing growth and developers needing
to show the bank you can build it at once.
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•
•
•

How will SACOG articulate what you are doing with the land use forecast before getting to the
end? We would like a very descriptive narrative explanation of the analysis, thought process,
assumptions made, etc. before seeing the final plan.
Are you talking to other developers to test/vette the scenarios and/or the framework, beyond
the Building Industry Association (e.g., affordable housing developers, Infill Builders Association,
etc.)?
Is SACOG’s parcel level data available to show developers which parcels are available for infill and
what the MTP/SCS is assuming for those sites?

THEME: Demographics, Environmental Justice
• Where does demographic analysis fit into scenarios and how does RHNA fit?
• Did you use the work from UC Davis Center for Regional Change (opportunity index) and will
Center for Regional Change be involved in the MTP/SCS again?
• Rural areas fall out of favor if you only plan transit around high density in TOD areas so not all
planning should be for TODs. There is a need to look at rural areas where concentrations of
poverty exist. Unintended consequence of SB 375 is rural areas are left out of smart growth
incentives.
• Where does planning for affordable housing and other social equity issues fit into the scenarios?
• How can you make sure that new affordable housing goes in with the new bike and/or transit
investments?
• It is important to remember that rural areas are often out of the state and/or federal investment
strategies, they are not getting the infill benefits.
• A better linking of local housing elements to the SCS would make for better planning and
outcomes.
THEME: Water Supply & Agriculture
• Placer and Regional Water agencies are going to hire a consultant for some supply/inventory
work; this could be an opportunity to share consultant costs if interests/needs align.
• SACOG should look at Sacramento County’s Water Supply Management Plan for information on
potential water availability.
• It is unclear how agriculture is addressed in the scenarios. Agriculture should be considered in
the scenarios as part of the water topic– water needed for agricultural land should be a
constraint for new development needing the same water.
Transportation System Maintenance & Preservation
THEME: Fix-it-First Investment Strategy/State of Good Repair
• One thing mentioned in a recent NPR report is there is continued and growing demand for
walkable and bikeable streets. It discussed how changing the way your streets are designed is an
economic development strategy.
• It seems like there is more opportunity in a State of Good Repair strategy for adding in bike lanes
and sidewalks when resurfacing or doing other maintenance.
• Complete streets are an economic development strategy and when you maintain/rehabilitate
roads you have the opportunity to add bike lanes, pedestrian crossings, etc. at very minimal costs
so it’s a win-win.
• Can you assume future Cap & Trade dollars in the revenue side?
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THEME: Technology and Innovation
• How much influence do future innovations have on what SACOG is assuming?
• It feels like we are taking an as-is condition (for roads and travel mode) and just projecting it out
versus assuming some big changes in innovation. Is SACOG thinking about this?
• What we assume now won’t necessarily be what is 10 years from now. What if gas was at $6 per
gallon? Instead of adding more roads, there may be more transit need. What other possibilities
are in the universe that might have bearing?
THEME: Project List
• Is the universe of projects provided by different jurisdictions included in your land use inventory?
Since we're looking at a 20-year time frame, how much influence does future innovation have on
the assumptions you’re making?
• In the universe of transportation projects SACOG is considering, are they all jurisdictionsubmitted projects?
• Will you look at the vehicle miles traveled effects of these different scenarios?
Transportation Projects Phasing Analysis
• How do you know when projects are scheduled?
• Is the hypothesis of the phasing analysis that if you advance and/or delay projects there could be
GHG reductions or other benefits?
• Is there ability to do back and forth with the jurisdictions on project phasing? If they have 12
projects you could suggest to them an opportunity for the best outcome?
• On a per unit basis the big projects look more cost effective; do the other investments on parallel
corridors have as much or more impact?
• If you have good info on an ongoing basis on vehicle miles traveled, and recognizing these
projects have long lead times, it might be possible for local jurisdictions to make minor decisions
to push out and pull forward projects?
• Aside from VMT can you factor safety aspects into the phasing analysis?
• Is the McKinley Village build-out in the plan?
Public Workshop Approach
THEME: General Approach and Framing Topics for Public Workshops
• Many public workshops are very abstract and if you want to hear what’s important to people,
consider asking personal and relatable questions. Not too simple that they are unusable, but try
to draw out information about how people live and not so much about whether the plan does
this or that.
• A lot of government workshops tend to be too abstract. You're looking for people's visions of
how they want to live and what's important to them.
• Residents need to understand longer term consequences vis à vis air quality and greenhouse gas
emissions when you ask questions. Frame questions to make residents think more long term and
not just in their backyard.
• Lay out the plan’s underlying assumptions (or planning realities) very clearly. Explain why there
is a connection between land use and transportation and what that does to vehicle miles
traveled, greenhouse gas emissions, etc. It will help people to understand the materials and
questions if they understand the underlying information.
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•
•
•
•

It is important to frame questions in terms of not just either/or. Avoid framing questions as
either/or because that’s not usually the case. Most things are not black and white like that so try
to ask trade-off questions that are more realistic and not extremes of this vs. that.
Ask participants, “Where would you like to see more housing near transit planned?”
Ask workshop participants, “What do you want streets (in your neighborhood) to look like?”
Focusing on people’s preference for the future can be hard for people to think about, consider
addressing their needs today and focusing questions on the present.

THEME: Scientific Polling
• The idea of a survey to reach more people is good, but would like to see additional effort
engaging low income and minority residents.
• It is important to frame questions in terms of not just either/or. Avoid framing questions as
either/or because that’s not usually the case. Most things are not black and white like that so try
to ask trade-off questions that are more realistic and not extremes of this versus that.
THEME: Environmental Justice
• A more present orientation for low income people is more appropriate, keep choices appropriate
for low literacy levels.
• When you're constructing scientific survey, include some extra effort to reach out to people
impacted by the plan but who don't get engaged because they can’t afford to or are just
disengaged, especially low-income and minority populations.
• You have to ask your questions differently for low-income and minority communities.
• Ask participants, “Where would you like to see more housing near transit planned?”
• Ask workshop participants, “What do you want streets (in your neighborhood) to look like?”
• Focusing on people’s preference for the future can be hard for people to think about, consider
addressing their needs today and focusing questions on the present.
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Land Use & Natural Resources Committee

Item #14-8-3E
Information

July 31, 2014

MTP/SCS Project Level Economic Analysis
Issue: SACOG has completed a national scan of performance-based planning at the project level to identify
lessons learned which can be used in developing the 2016 MTP/SCS.

Recommendation: None. This item will be presented to all three Board committees for information and
discussion.

Discussion: Since the adoption of the 2008 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP), the SACOG Board
has steadily increased the focus on prioritizing cost-effective transportation projects with high performance
benefits. In the most recent long-range plan, the 2012 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS), the policies and strategies emphasize the importance of prioritizing costeffective transportation investments in a time of funding constraints.
Coinciding with the adoption of the current MTP/SCS in 2012 was the passage of a new federal
transportation bill, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21). The legislation signals a new
federal and state emphasis on outcome-based performance measurement and has led to a series of rulemaking activities and updated funding programs that elevate the importance of performance-based planning.
Other markers that signal this paradigm shift include the recent state Cap and Trade legislation that dedicates
a full 35 percent of the total funding to programs that help meet the greenhouse gas performance targets of
Senate Bill 375.
While significant performance outcomes were realized in the 2012 MTP/SCS, the increasing financial strain
to maintain the region’s transportation system in a state of good repair remained a challenge to investigate
more thoroughly. The 2016 MTP/SCS update policy framework, as adopted in January, addresses this
challenge by emphasizing a “fix-it first” agenda and establishing a framework for a number of interrelated
planning activities to inform the plan update. An economic analysis of significant projects is one such effort
that will complement the active phasing analysis and help fine-tune the timing and priorities of MTP/SCS
projects.
To support the Board’s director, Matt Carpenter, our Director of Transportation Services, spent much of the
last few months researching the state-of-the practice across the nation for performance-based planning at the
project level. He will make a presentation to the Committee highlighting some of his findings.
Among the findings that Matt will highlight will be how state departments of transportation (DOTs) and
regional transportation planning agencies are applying new economic analysis tools and strategies towards
their planning and programming activities. Economic Impact Analysis (EIA) is a well-established technique
to measure overall plan impacts, but a key limitation is that it is not used for project selection efforts or to
phase the implementation of individual projects. In light of this, an emerging area of economic analysis
practice is the application of benefit/cost techniques.

Numerous DOTs and a handful of regional agencies are using various benefit/cost techniques to prioritize
system maintenance or expansion investments. National case studies reveal the significant opportunity to
compare the cost-effectiveness of significant transportation projects to how well they support performance
measure targets. The case studies also reveal, however, the challenges to confront in effectively applying
benefit/cost techniques. These challenges include forecasting true and comprehensive life-cycle costs for
individual projects and the application of benefit/cost techniques to compare projects from different travel
modes (i.e., road vs. transit vs. active transportation).
One of the conclusions from Matt’s research was that a new project-level economic analysis method used by
the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) for its MTP/SCS-equivalent plan adopted last year may
offer SACOG a technique to build upon. Matt’s presentation will include summary information on the MTC
method that will be followed by a September Board meeting briefing from Steve Heminger, MTC’s
Executive Director, on how they applied the analysis method to guide project selection efforts. I am
confident the Board will find this information of interest and that it will generate active and useful Board
dialogue.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:MC:gg
Key Staff:

Matt Carpenter, Director of Transportation Services, (916) 340-6276
Kacey Lizon, MTP/SCS Manager, (916) 340-6265

Land Use & Natural Resources Committee

Item #14-8-4
Information

July 31, 2014

Comment Letter on Valero Crude by Rail Project Environmental Impact Report
Issue: Should SACOG comment on the Valero Crude by Rail Project Environment Impact Report?
Recommendation: This is an information item to the Transportation, Land Use & Natural Resources,
and the Government Relations & Public Affairs committees. The new Rail Ad Hoc Committee will make
a recommendation to the Board.

Discussion: Staff will meet with representatives from throughout the region on the afternoon of July 31
and will finish a draft comment letter based upon input received from that meeting. Staff expects to
circulate the draft letter to the Committee by August 4.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:KT:gg
Key Staff:

Kirk Trost, Chief Operating Officer/General Counsel, (916) 340-6210

DRAFT COMMENT LETTER
Amy Million, Principal Planner
Community Development Department
250 East L Street
Benicia, CA 94510
Re: Valero Benicia Crude by Rail Project Draft Environment Impact Report
Dear Ms. Million:
On behalf of its 22 city and 6 county member jurisdictions, the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG) submits the following comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) for the Valero Benicia Crude by Rail Project.1 The Project, as described in the DEIR, proposes daily
shipments of 70,000 barrels of crude oil to the Valero Benicia Refinery. The crude oil tank cars would
originate at unidentified sites in North America, would be shipped to the Union Pacific Railroad Roseville
Yard, and would be assembled there into two daily 50‐car trains to Benicia.
Over the last several months, we have been meeting with our members to discuss this Project, to
become informed about the risks associated with crude oil transportation by rail, and to discuss
measures to avoid or minimize the serious risks associated with operating crude oil trains through the
communities in our region. We have discussed our concerns with representatives from Union Pacific
Railroad and the Valero Benicia Refinery. As our Board of Directors has made clear, SACOG’s interest is
to ensure that all appropriate measures, based upon a full investigation of the risks, are taken to protect
the safety of our residents and their communities, and businesses and property throughout the region.
In that regard, our Board has indicated that, at a minimum, the measures to protect our region should
include the following:

1



Advance notification to county and city emergency operations offices of all crude oil shipments
(to facilitate more rapid and appropriate public safety responses);



Limitations on storage of crude oil tank cars in urbanized areas (of any size), and appropriate
security for all shipments;



Support, including full cost funding, for training and outfitting emergency response crews;



Utilization of freight cars, with electronically controlled pneumatic brakes, rollover protection,
and other features, that mitigate to extent feasible the risks associated with crude oil shipments;



Funding for rail safety projects (e.g., replacement/upgrade of existing tracks, grade separations,
Positive Train Control, etc.);

SACOG submits this letter as a joint powers agency, exercising the common powers of its members
pursuant to a joint powers agreement. However, this letter is not an exhaustive treatment of the DEIR’s
compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act or of the concerns of all of its members, many
of whom may also provide separate comments.

Ms. Amy Million
[date]
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Utilization of best available inspection equipment and protocols;



Implementation of positive train controls to prioritize areas with crude oil shipments; and



Prohibition on shipments of unstabilized crude oil that has not been stripped of the most volatile
elements, including flammable natural gas liquids.

Unfortunately, the DEIR never gets to a discussion of these measures—or any other measures that might
ensure the safety of our region—because the DEIR concludes that crude oil shipments by rail pose no
“significant hazard” whatsoever. We believe that conclusion is fundamentally flawed, disregards the
recent events demonstrating the very serious risk to life and property that these shipments pose, and
contradicts the conclusions of the federal government, which is mobilizing to respond to these risks.
On May 7, 2014, the United States Department of Transportation in fact concluded that crude oil
shipments by rail pose not merely a significant hazard, but an “imminent hazard,” stating:
“Upon information derived from recent railroad accidents and subsequent DOT
investigations, the Secretary of Transportation (Secretary) has found that an unsafe
condition or an unsafe practice is causing or otherwise constitutes an imminent hazard
to the safe transportation of hazardous materials. Specifically, a pattern of releases and
fires involving petroleum crude oil shipments originating from the Bakken and being
transported by rail constitute an imminent hazard under 49 U.S.C. 5121(d).”
…
“An imminent hazard, as defined by 49 U.S.C. 5102(5), constitutes the existence of a
condition relating to hazardous materials that presents a substantial likelihood that
death, serious illness, severe personal injury, or a substantial endangerment to health,
property, or the environment may occur before the reasonably foreseeable completion
date of a formal proceeding begun to lessen the risk that death, illness, injury or
endangerment.”2
Under these circumstances, we urge the City of Benicia to revise the DEIR so that it will fully inform
decision‐makers and the public of the potential risks of the Project and address adequate mitigation
measures to ensure the safety of our communities. With that objective in mind, in the following pages
we address some of the very substantial deficiencies in the DEIR—deficiencies which apparently have
caused the DEIR to fail to analyze and consider the significant adverse impacts of the Project and to
evaluate all feasible mitigation to reduce those impacts to a less than significant level.
2

Emergency Restriction/Prohibition Order DOT‐OST‐2014‐0067 (May 7, 2014)
(http://www.dot.gov/briefing‐room/emergency‐order).
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Comments on the DEIR
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) mandates that an EIR identify and analyze all
potentially significant adverse effects of a project, including both direct and indirect impacts, and short‐
term and long‐term impacts. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21100; Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §§ 15126,
15126.2.) The DEIR is deficient in numerous respects, as set forth below.
The DEIR fails to consider the risk of fire and explosion as a threshold of significance.
Although the sample Initial Study checklist found in Appendix G to the CEQA Guidelines is an obvious
and commonly used source of thresholds of significance, agencies may not rely on it exclusively when a
particular project, or particular circumstances, gives rise to environmental concerns not addressed in the
checklist. In Protect the Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal. App. 4th
1099, the court held that an agency cannot rely on a reflexive determination to follow the significance
thresholds in Appendix G without regard to whether those standards are broad enough to encompass
the scope of the project at issue. The court explained that, “in preparing an EIR, the agency must
consider and resolve every fair argument that can be made about the possible significant environmental
effects of a project, irrespective of whether an established threshold of significance has been met with
respect to any given effect.” (116 Cal. App. 4th at p. 1109.)
In this instance, in complete reliance on Appendix G, and without considering the very real and
substantial risks of the transportation of crude by rail, the DEIR does not address the risk of fire and
explosion in its thresholds of significance. Specifically, in the only threshold of significance potentially
applicable to the risk of transportation, the DEIR adopts the following for Hazards and Hazardous
Materials:
“Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment.”3
As has been reported widely over the last several years, the character and quality of the domestic and
Canadian crude oil currently being transported by rail across the United States has dramatically shifted
the public safety concern from a hazardous material release to fiery explosions. A series of oil
derailments in just the last two years has created a policy imperative in both Washington, D.C., and
Sacramento. As United States Secretary of Transportation Anthony Foxx recently stated, “as a nation we
are a little bit caught off guard by the growth of our energy production and we have to catch up very
quickly.”4
Indeed, the following major accidents have heightened concern about the risks involved in shipping
crude by rail.

3

4

DEIR, p. 4.7‐13 (emphasis added).

Politico, Morning Transportation (April 24, 2014),
http://www.politico.com/morningtransportation/0414/morningtransportation13715.html.
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Lac Mégantic, Quebec—On July 5, 2013, a train with 72 loaded tank cars of crude oil from North
Dakota moving from Montreal, Quebec, to St. John, New Brunswick, stopped at Nantes, Quebec,
at 11:00 pm. The operator and sole railroad employee aboard the train secured it and departed,
leaving the train on shortline track with a descending grade of about 1.2%. At about 1:00 AM, it
appears the train began rolling down the descending grade toward the town of Lac‐Mégantic,
about 30 miles from the U.S. border. Near the center of town, 63 tank cars derailed, resulting in
multiple explosions and subsequent fires. There were 47 fatalities and extensive damage to the
town. 2,000 people were evacuated. The initial determination was that the braking force
applied to the train was insufficient to hold it on the 1.2% grade and that the crude oil released
was more volatile than expected.



Gainford, Alberta—On October 19, 2013, nine tank cars of propane and four tank cars of crude
oil from Canada derailed as a Canadian National train was entering a siding at 22 miles per hour.
About 100 residents were evacuated. Three of the propane cars burned, but the tank cars
carrying oil were pushed away and did not burn. No one was injured or killed. The cause of the
derailment is under investigation.



Aliceville, Alabama—On November 8, 2013, a train hauling 90 cars of crude oil from North
Dakota to a refinery near Mobile, Alabama, derailed on a section of track through a wetland
near Aliceville, Alabama. Thirty tank cars derailed and some dozen burned. No one was injured
or killed. The derailment occurred on a shortline railroad’s track that had been inspected a few
days earlier. The train was traveling under the speed limit for this track. The cause of the
derailment is under investigation.



Casselton, North Dakota—On December 30, 2013, an eastbound BNSF Railway train hauling 106
tank cars of crude oil struck a westbound train carrying grain that shortly before had derailed
onto the eastbound track. Some 34 cars from both trains derailed, including 20 cars carrying
crude, which exploded and burned for over 24 hours. About 1,400 residents of Casselton were
evacuated but no injuries were reported. The cause of the derailments and subsequent fire is
under investigation.



Plaster Rock, New Brunswick—On January 7, 2014, 17 cars of a mixed train hauling crude oil,
propane, and other goods derailed likely due to a sudden wheel or axle failure. Five tank cars
carrying crude oil caught fire and exploded. The train reportedly was delivering crude from
Manitoba and Alberta to the Irving Oil refinery in Saint John, New Brunswick. About 45 homes
were evacuated but no injuries were reported.



Philadelphia, Pennsylvania—On January 20, 2014, 7 cars of a 101‐car CSX train, including 6
carrying crude oil, derailed on a bridge over the Schuylkill River. No injuries and no leakage were
reported, but press photographs showed two cars, one a tanker, leaning over the river.



Vandergrift, Pennsylvania—On February 13, 2014, 21 tank cars of a 120‐car train derailed
outside Pittsburgh. Nineteen of the derailed cars were carrying crude oil from western Canada,
and four of them released product. There was no fire or injuries.
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Lynchburg, Virginia—On April 30, 2014, 15 cars in a crude oil train traveling at low speed
derailed in the downtown area of this city. Three cars caught fire, and some cars derailed into a
river along the tracks. The immediate area surrounding the derailment was evacuated. No
injuries were reported.5

Notwithstanding that the United States Department of Transportation, among others, has determined
that Bakken Crude “has a higher gas content, higher vapor pressure, lower flash point and boiling
point…which correlates to increased ignitability and flammability,”6 and that the recent events listed
above have spurred a massive emergency effort at the federal level to address safety concerns,7 the
DEIR dismisses them in a footnote, stating that “Not every tank car derailment results in a spill, fire, or
explosion.”8 With that simple artifice, the DEIR justifies limiting its analysis to “derailments that result in
a release of crude oil.”9 As discussed below, even the Release Rate Analysis used to conclude that there
is a less than significant impact from Hazards and Hazardous Materials completely ignores the risk of fire
and explosion.10
Having failed to establish a significance threshold that addresses the most critical health and safety risk
from crude oil shipments by rail—fire and explosion—the DEIR fails to conduct the necessary analysis of
such risks and fails to identify the mitigation measures necessary to protect the communities along the
rail routes to the Project site.

5

Congressional Research Service, U.S. Rail Transportation of Crude Oil: Background and Issues for
Congress (May 5, 2014). In March and April 2013, there were also two derailments of Canadian Pacific
trains, one in western Minnesota and the other in Ontario, Canada; less than a tank car of oil leaked in
each derailment and neither incident caused a fire. While operators may have implemented safety
precautions to address the operational deficiencies exposed over the last few years, these incidents also
demonstrate the unpredictability of what can happen by transporting such volatile materials by rail.
Addressing safety concerns on such an ad hoc basis will not reduce the overall risks.
6

Report summarizing the analysis of Bakken crude oil data:
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_8A422ABDC16B72E5F166FE34048CCCBFED3B050
0/filename/07_23_14_Operation_Safe_Delivery_Report_final_clean.pdf.
7

DEIR at pp. 4.7‐5 to 4.7‐10.

8

DEIR, at p. 4.7‐17, fn. 4.

9

DEIR, at p. 4.7‐17, fn. 4.

10

F.

See Railroad Crude Oil Release Rate Analysis for Route between Roseville and Benicia, DEIR, Appendix
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The Project poses a “significant hazard” to the public and the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions.
By any measure or standard, the Project poses a “significant hazard” to the communities along the rail
routes to the Project site. First, the Release Rate Analysis used to conclude that the transportation of
crude oil by rail poses a less significant hazard to people and the environment is fundamentally flawed in
numerous respects. Second, even if the Release Rate Analysis were accurate, its findings do not support
the conclusion of less than significant impacts.
The Release Rate Analysis is flawed as a tool to assess the potential environmental impacts of
the project.
As a threshold matter, it should be noted that the Release Rate Analysis is the sole basis in the DEIR for
concluding that the hazards posed by the Project are less than significant. That Analysis is flawed.
First, the Analysis does not even address the most significant risks to persons, property, businesses, and
the sensitive lands along the rail routes to the Project site. As noted above, the risk of fire and explosion
are substantial, as evidenced by the series of events over the last two years which have attracted
national and international attention and a call for immediate rail operations reforms. In fact, the
Analysis does not even consider the recent events, limiting its analysis to derailments over the 5‐year
period from 2005‐2009. This narrow focus misses most of the massive growth in crude oil shipments
nationwide. Since 2007, crude oil by rail has seen a 6000% increase, driven largely by the extraordinary
increases in energy development in the Bakken Formation in North Dakota and Montana.11 The Analysis
never, in fact, analyzes the impact of this tremendous growth in dangerous crude oil rail shipments.
Second, as discussed in more detail below, the Analysis does not accurately assess the potential
environmental impacts of the Project because it disregards the full geographic scope of the Project.
Specifically, the Analysis only considers potential derailments from Roseville to Benicia. This Analysis
does not evaluate potential derailments along the entire rail routes from the oil fields to Roseville, the
assemblage and other activities in the Roseville Rail Yard, and the utilization of siding or storage tracks
during transportation.
Third, the Analysis minimizes the potential risk of derailment by assuming a “just‐in‐time” supply
chain—that is, that Union Pacific 50‐car unit trains will travel from Roseville to Benicia without incident
and will be immediately available for processing at Valero, that the trains or tank cars would never be
stored or moved to sidings, and that no incidents (including accidents or maintenance) would ever delay
delivery to Valero. As the DEIR readily acknowledges, however, Valero does not control the movement
of tank cars on the rail line—Union Pacific does. And freight shipments do not operate on regular
11

http://www.franken.senate.gov/files/letter/140404RailSafety.pdf. Note that in Northern California
alone, crude oil shipments by rail increased by 57% in 2013. (http://www.planetizen.com/node/67904.)
Crude oil production in the Bakken region has nearly tripled from 2010 to 2013.
(http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_8A422ABDC16B72E5F166FE34048CCCBFED3B05
00/filename/07_23_14_Operation_Safe_Delivery_Report_final_clean.pdf.)
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schedules. Valero can request Union Pacific to meet certain schedules, but has no ability to control the
ultimate schedule of the rail operations. As such, it cannot guarantee the “just‐in‐time” service assumed
in the Release Rate Analysis. The shipments also may come with greater frequency and fewer tank cars,
which would increase traffic on the alignment and substantially increase the risk.
Fourth, by using national derailment rates the Analysis does not assess the Project specific conditions of
the these shipments. Of particular note, the Analysis reveals that over 1.3 miles of rail from Roseville to
Benicia is FRA Class 1 track—track which has a 15.5 times greater risk of derailment that FRA Class 5
track.12 However, the Analysis does not consider the location of the Class 1 track, the operational
components of the track, the proximity of the track to highly populated areas, schools, hospitals,
dangerous facilities, or sensitive lands or habitat.13
In light of these flaws, the Rate Release Analysis does not adequately assess the risks associated with the
Project’s crude oil shipments.
Even were it not flawed, the Release Rate Analysis does not assess the potential environmental
impacts of the Project or support the conclusion that crude oil by rail shipments do not pose a
significant hazard.
While the DEIR adopts a “significant hazard” test as the threshold of significance, the DEIR never defines
or describes the nature of that test. Rather, it merely determines that, under the optimum conditions
described in the DEIR, a crude oil train release incident exceeding 100 gallons will only occur every 111
years and then concludes on that basis that the Project poses no significant hazard risk. The DEIR can
only reach that conclusion by ignoring the nature of the crude oil being shipped, the specific risks posed
by such shipments, and the circumstances of the shipments (including all operational possibilities,
specific track and facilities in use, and operating conditions) in relation to the communities, populations,
businesses, and land through which the shipments will travel.
At a common sense level, the conclusion that no “significant hazard” exists is absurd in light of the
massive mobilization at the federal level to intervene to make crude oil transport by rail safer. As noted
above, the United States Department of Transportation recently concluded that crude oil shipments by
rail pose an “imminent hazard.”14 And while the DEIR cites the extensive and repeated federal regulatory

12

Railroad Crude Oil Release Rate Analysis for Route between Roseville and Benicia, DEIR, Appendix F, at
p. 6.
13

Although the DEIR lists schools within a quarter mile of the rail line (DEIR, at p. 4.7‐23), it does not
analyze the risks associated with the risks associated with such proximity other than the air quality
impacts.
14

Emergency Restriction/Prohibition Order DOT‐OST‐2014‐0067 (May 7, 2014)
(http://www.dot.gov/briefing‐room/emergency‐order).
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calls to improve the safety of crude oil shipments,15 the DEIR simply concludes that no significant hazard
exists.
In a similar context, the National Inventory of Dams classification system defines as a significant hazard
circumstances when “Failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of human life but can cause
economic loss, environmental damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns.” As
noted, the DEIR does not even attempt to define a significant hazard, and it never gets to the real crux
of risk assessment because it never evaluates—either on a general basis or on a community‐specific
basis—the specific nature of the hazard, the potential risk of harm to people, property, or human
activities, and the potential impacts and magnitude of the hazard.16 It merely concludes that a crude oil
release every 111 years is not significant.
The critical component missing from the DEIR’s analysis is the magnitude of the risk, even from events
that may only occur rarely, because small risks of serious illness or death are potentially significant. For
example, Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District’s evaluation criterion for cancer
risk is 276 in a million.17 And in this regard the DEIR completely fails. Not only does it completely
disregard the magnitude of the risk to the communities along the rail alignment, it appears to assume
that they do not even exist.18 It fails to discuss the impact of a crude oil release in those communities
and, as noted, it specifically excludes any discussion of fire or explosion. The DEIR also fails to discuss or
analyze the specific nature of the crude oil likely to be shipped to Valero. Clearly, the flammability and
volatility of the Bakken Formation crude oil, and the high viscosity and toxicity of the Canadian bitumen,
were not previously anticipated by the shipping industry. Only now—after significant loss to life and
property—is the federal government responding to this emergency. The facts are that qualities and
characteristics of crude oil in the United States are not even known at this point. Sixteen United States
Senators recently called for funding of Operation Classification, a study of the crude oil properties by the
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), that is viewed as an important step in
informing future regulatory actions.19
A September 2013 report from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration highlighted the
risks of Canadian bitumen. In order to transport bitumen, natural gas condensate or synthetic crude oil
15

DEIR, at pp. 4.7‐5 to 4.7‐10.

16

See, e.g., FEMA Risk Assessment Process, at http://www.ready.gov/risk‐assessment.

17

See, e.g., SMAQMD Recommended Protocol for Evaluating the Location of Sensitive Land Uses
Adjacent to Major Roadways (March 2011), at
http://www.airquality.org/ceqa/SLUMajorRoadway/SLURecommendedProtoco2.4‐Jan2011.pdf.)
18

The DEIR makes passing reference to the cities between Roseville and Benicia, but even then it does
not list the cities of Citrus Heights or West Sacramento, nor the unincorporated areas of Placer,
Sacramento, and Yolo counties. DEIR, at p. 4.7‐16.
19

http://www.franken.senate.gov/files/letter/140404RailSafety.pdf. The letter erroneously referred to
the study as “Operation Backpressure.”
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is typically added, which may contain elevated benzene levels and sulfur content that is heavier than air,
and has a relatively low flash point and flammability. Bitumen is also heavier than water, unlike most
crude oil, which poses other risks. These facts lead to the conclusion that there is the potential for both
environmental and human hazards from exposure to bitumen, whether leaked or burned.20
Canadian bitumen also has raised particular concerns in the aftermath of a 2010 pipeline spill into
Talmadge Creek, which flows into the Kalamazoo River in Michigan. The observations from the spill
strongly suggest that the bitumen may pose different hazards, and possibly different risks, than other
forms of crude oil. Approximately 850,000 gallons of oil spilled into the Creek. After three years of
cleanup activities, the EPA observed that the bitumen “will not appreciably biodegrade,” which has led
to a decision to dredge the river. As of September 2013, the response costs were $1.035 billion,
substantially higher than would be anticipated to remediate conventional oil.21
The properties of Bakken shale oil, although highly variable even within the same oil field, are generally
much more volatile than other types of crude. In January of this year, PHMSA issued a safety alert
warning that recent derailments and resulting fires indicate that crude oil being transported from the
Bakken region may be more flammable than traditional heavy crude oil.22
But the federal response to these, whatever its final form, does not relieve the DEIR of fully analyzing
the nature of the potential crude oil to be shipped, regardless of the source, and of mitigating the risks
presented by the Project’s crude oil shipments.
The DEIR fails to analyze the potential environmental impacts of crude oil transport beyond the
Roseville to Benicia alignment.
Although the DEIR concedes the necessity to analyze the environmental impacts beyond the immediate
Project site to include the crude oil transportation route, the analysis falls far short of the requirements
of CEQA. As a threshold matter, the DEIR improperly limits its analysis to the route from Roseville to
Benicia, claiming as “speculative” the originating site of the crude oil. In fact, within the Sacramento
region there are only five rail subdivisions which lead to the Roseville Yard: Fresno, Martinez, Roseville,
Sacramento, or Valley.23 Of these, only the Roseville, Sacramento, and Valley subdivisions connect to
20

Transporting Alberta Oil Sands Products: Defining the Issues and Assessing the Risks (September 2013)
NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS OR&R 44.
21

Congressional Research Service, U.S. Rail Transportation of Crude Oil: Background and Issues for
Congress (May 5, 2014), at p. 13.
22

23

PHMSA, Safety Alert—January 2, 2014, Preliminary Guidance from OPERATION CLASSIFICATION.

See State Office of Emergency Services Rail Risk Map
(http://california.maps.arcgis.com/apps/OnePane/basicviewer/index.html?appid=928033ed043148598f
7e511a95072b89).
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the north or east where such shipments will originate. Limiting the analysis to Roseville to Benicia is
arbitrary and the DEIR must analyze the full environmental impacts of each potential route.
In Muzzy Ranch v. Solano County Airport Land Use Commission (2007) 41 Cal. 4th 372, the California
Supreme Court made clear that it is a lead agency’s responsibility to consider even geographically
distant environment impacts. CEQA broadly defines the relevant geographical environment as "the area
which will be affected by a proposed project." (Pub. Resources Code, § 21060.5.) Consequently, "the
project area does not define the relevant environment for purposes of CEQA when a project's
environmental effects will be felt outside the project area." (County Sanitation Dist. No. 2 v. County of
Kern (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1544, 1582‐1583.) Indeed, "the purpose of CEQA would be undermined if
the appropriate governmental agencies went forward without an awareness of the effects a project will
have on areas outside of the boundaries of the project area." (Napa Citizens for Honest Government v.
Napa County Bd. of Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 369.) The DEIR cannot just assume that
crude oil tank cars will magically appear in Roseville, but must account for the potential impacts of
transporting those cars through other communities and property in the Sacramento region.
Additionally, as noted above, the DEIR completely disregards the train assembly activities in the
Roseville Yard in close proximity to residential neighborhoods. It also assumes that a “just‐in‐time”
supply chain can and will be used for the Project. As a consequence, the DEIR’s evaluation of the
Project’s potential impacts does not consider the risks associated with crude oil tank cars being stored
before they can be processed at the Valero facility and does not discuss the possible locations for such
storage. As noted, since Valero concedes that it ultimately cannot control the timing of the crude oil
shipments, it must account for such events. By failing to discuss these storage needs, the DEIR fails to
analyze the entire project. As set forth in the CEQA Guidelines, a “project” is “the whole of an action”
that may result in either a direct physical environmental change or a reasonably foreseeable indirect
change. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15378; see also Habitat & Watershed Caretakers v City of Santa Cruz (2013)
213 Cal.App.4th 1277, 1297; Banning Ranch Conservancy v City of Newport Beach (2012) 211
Cal.App.4th 1209, 1220.) In Whitman v Board of Supervisors (1979) 88 Cal.App.3d 397, for example, an
EIR for oil facilities was overturned in part because it failed to analyze the impact of pipelines that would
need to be built to service the facilities. Similarly here, the Project analyzed must consider all of the
reasonably foreseeable operational details.
The DEIR fails to analyze the cumulative impacts of the Project.
While the DEIR’s purported cumulative analysis identifies some 17 crude oil by rail, refinery, and refinery
related projects, it does not assess the increased risk of multiple crude oil rail shipments, from multiple
trains, serving multiple projects in California.24 The DEIR dismisses the potential for any increase in risk
24

DEIR, at pp. 5‐6 to 5‐11, 5‐16.
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due to multiple crude oil rail projects by opining that any explosion/leakage from a rail car would be
separate and apart from any other such explosion/leakage and thus there could be no cumulative
impact. However, this omits the fact that a key factor in the risk analysis relied on in the DEIR is the
number of train‐miles traveled.25 Therefore, as the cumulative number of train trips increase along a
particular rail alignment, the risk of accidents increases. The DEIR should have considered whether the
proposed Project’s contribution to this risk is cumulatively considerable. And at least two of the projects
identified in the DEIR are expected to result in new crude oil shipments along the same rail alignment:
the WesPac Pittsburg Energy Infrastructure Project and the Phillips 66 Company Rail Spur Extension
Project. The DEIR fails to analyze those cumulative impacts.
Additionally, when, as here, a DEIR’s evaluation of cumulative impacts is based on a list of past, present,
and probable future projects, it must include in that list any project “producing related impacts,
including, if necessary, projects outside the lead agency’s control.” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130(b)(1)(A).)
Here, the DEIR has failed to consider in its list of reasonably foreseeable future projects the full potential
for overall increase in rail cars traveling along the paths that will be taken by the Valero rail cars. Surely
any addition of rail cars on the tracks would produce related impacts (e.g., collisions).
The DEIR improperly conflates its description of the Project with measures intended to reduce or
avoid the clear impacts of the Project.
In at least two respects, although it is ambiguous at best on these points, the DEIR describes what
purport to be elements of the Project intended to reduce, avoid, or mitigate the potential
environmental impacts of the Project. The first is the general “commitment” to use CPC‐1232 tank cars,
rather than the legacy DOT‐111 tank cars for transporting crude oil.26 The second is the incorporation of
the “General Railroad Safety” measures to be undertaken by Union Pacific.27 Such a device was rejected
by the court in Lotus v. Dep’t of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal. App. 4th 645.
The Lotus court held that measures designed to avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce, or compensate for a
significant impact are not “part of the project,” but should be presented as mitigation measures in
response to the identification of significant environmental effects. “By compressing the analysis of
impacts and mitigation measures into a single issue, the EIR disregards the requirements of CEQA.” This
“short‐cutting of CEQA requirements…precludes both identification of potential environmental
consequences arising from the project and also thoughtful analysis of the sufficiency of measures to
mitigate those consequences.” CEQA requires a lead agency to consider a proposed project, evaluate its
environmental impacts and, if significant impacts are identified, to describe feasible mitigation measures
25

See Univ. of Illinois, Railroad Crude Oil Release Rate Analysis for Route between Roseville, CA and
Benicia, CA (June 2014), p. 3, at http://www.ci.benicia.ca.us/vertical/Sites/%7B3436CBED‐6A58‐4FEF‐
BFDF‐5F9331215932%7D/uploads/Appendix_F_Railroad_Crude_Oil_Release_Rate_Analysis.pdf.
26

DEIR, at p. 4.7‐17.
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DEIR, at p. 4.7‐15 to 4.7‐16.
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to reduce the impacts. The court explained that simply stating there will be no significant impacts
because the project incorporates special attributes is not adequate or permissible. Among other things,
the device avoids the requirement to adopt an enforceable mitigation monitoring program. (223 Cal.
App. 4th at pp. 656‐58.)
Similarly, conflating the mitigation measures with Project description shortcuts full disclosure of the
potential environmental impacts and risks of the Project, avoids a full exploration of the feasible
mitigation measures to address those impacts and risks, and circumvents a mitigation monitoring
program, which is essential to make all of these elements enforceable.
Conclusion
We urge the City of Benicia to substantially revise the DEIR for this Project so that it will fully
inform the public and the City Council of the full impacts of this Project and analyze all available
mitigation to reduce those impacts to a less than significant level.
We appreciate your consideration and would be happy to answer any questions you may have
about our comments.
Sincerely,
Sacramento Area Council of Governments

By:

Land Use & Natural Resources Committee

Item #14-8-5
Information

July 31, 2014

Public Health Impacts of Land Use and Active Transportation
Issue: Among the analysis tools available to SACOG in the development of the 2016 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) is an improved model on the public
health impacts of land use and transportation development patterns.

Recommendation: None; this is an information item.
Discussion: The 2012 MTP/SCS includes a commitment to estimate the public health impacts of the
2016 MTP/SCS. SACOG is implementing this by participating in an effort led by the Strategic Growth
Council to improve the public health module in the Urban Footprint scenario planning tool.
The project is using survey data (California Health Interview Survey, California Household Travel
Survey) of California residents to collect information on the amount of walking and bicycling per day and
their health conditions. The surveys also include the respondents’ addresses, which allows land use and
transportation data to be correlated with the survey data. The use of the survey data is closely managed to
protect the respondents’ privacy rights but still be able to use the information to build the models.
The list of modeled health outcomes includes changes to likelihood of being overweight/obese, body
mass index (BMI), high blood pressure, heart disease, and type 2 diabetes, subject to adequate model
statistics on the strength of the models. In addition, moderate and vigorous physical activity for
transportation is also part of the modeling system. These models will be used to help assess the impacts
of the draft preferred plan.
The public health and transportation model uses the scenario land use data to estimate changes in the
amount of walking and bicycling to calculate changes in exercise which leads to changes in health
outcomes. The project includes a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), composed of public health, land
use, and transportation experts. Most TAC members are in California, but the committee also includes
experts from across the country.
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